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SENSITIVE   CONTENT   DISCLAIMER   

Please   be   aware   that   this   course   material   contains   sensitive   content   
throughout,   which   may   include;   nudity,   reference   to   physical   or   mental   
illness,   and   controversial   social,   political   or   religious   views   and   scenes   of   
war.   

If   you   have   any   concerns   or   feel   you   may   be   affected   by   content   of   this   
nature,   please   contact   our   Learner   Support   Team   for   advice   on:   01226   
777593   or   via   email   at    learnersupport@oca.ac.uk   
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Introduction   

Welcome   

About   your   course   

Welcome   to   the    Photography   2:   Documentary   Fact   and   Fiction   course .   In   this   unit   
you   will   explore   historical   and   contemporary   strategies   in   documentary   
photography .    You   will   expand   your   awareness   of   contexts   and   frameworks   in   
which   to   develop   your   personal   practice   and    photographic   vision.   You   will   
engage   in   critical   debate   and   consider   relevant   social   and   cultural   perspectives,   
including   the   ethics   of   representing   conflict,   suffering   and   other   peoples   and   
cultures.   You   will   be   encouraged    to   develop   a   reflexive   practice   that   involves   the   
realisation   of   your   own   ideas   into   compelling   visual   products.    This   unit   fosters   a   
documentary   approach   underpinned   by   the   ideas   of   the   documentary   
photographer   as   an   author   and   documentary   photography   as   a   tool   for   
communication.     

You   will   be   encouraged   to   develop   further   your   visual   communications   skills   and   
convey   rich   narratives   in   your    photographs,   incorporating   elements   of   the   
semiotics   of   the   image.   This   unit   has   a   marked   contemporary   bias    and   includes   
topical   issues   in   current   documentary   practice   such   as   the   acceptance   of   the   art   
gallery   as   a   new    site   of   discourse   for   documentary   and   the   emergence   of   
documentary   fictions   as   effective   storytelling   devices.      

Throughout   the   unit   you   will   be   invited   to   show   increasing   autonomy   
and   to   interact   with   the   wider    community   of   learners   at   the   OCA.   
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Building   on   your   learning   at   Level   1   (HE4),   this   Level   2   (HE5)   course   encourages  
you   to   deepen   your   approach   to   how   you   develop   and   test   your   skills,   knowledge   
and   understanding.   The   course   was   written   by   experienced   academics   and   
creative   practitioners   in   collaboration   with   OCA   and   aims   to:   

● Provide   the   support   for   you   to   learn   and   develop   creative   visual   and   
conceptual   strategies   in   contemporary   documentary   practice.   

● Inform   you   of   the   wider   contexts   (social,   philosophical,   cultural,   political,   
ethical   and   economic)   that   relate   to   historical   and   contemporary   
documentary   practice.   

● Equip   you   with   the   necessary   skills   to   produce   visual   material,   synthesise   
ideas   and   effectively   realise   and   resolve   previously   conceptualised   ideas.   

● Build   upon   your   critical,   analytical,   evaluative   and   reflective   skills.   

● Help   you   explore   your   personal   voice   as   an   independent   practitioner   and   
develop   your   visual,   oral   and   written   communication   skills.   
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Course   Overview   
The   course   is   divided   into   six   parts,   each   with   a   series   of   projects,   research   tasks,   
exercises,   and   assignments.     

Part   One   

Part   One   gives   an   overview   of   the   multiple   (and   sometimes   paradoxical)   ways   
documentary   has   been   defined.   Introducing   documentary’s   main   function   as   a   
means   of   factual   recording,   often   used   as   evidence,   usually   of   some   social   
situation   which   required   addressing.   It   looks   at   the   genre’s   various   subdivisions:   
historical   surveys,   visual   ethnography,   reportage,   street   photography   and   
photojournalism   which   record   the   world   ‘out   there’   rather   than   the   psychological   
factors   of   our   ‘inner’   world.   This   oscillation   on   a   spectrum   between   objective   
depiction   and   subjective   interpretation,   between   factual   ‘documents’   and   the   
personal   expression   of   an   artist   underpins   this   course.   These   categorisations   are   
not   clear   cut   and   documentary   has   evolved   over   time   and   within   specific  
historical   points,   as   photographers   have   responded   to   critics   and   changes   in   the   
way   images   are   distributed   and   consumed   by   an   ever   skeptical   audience.   It   looks   
at   how   the   notion   of   recording   ‘facts’   is   often   governed   by   the   way   
photographers   view   their   subjects   and,   by   implication,   how   subjects   might   prefer   
to   be   depicted.   

Assignment   One:    asks   you   to   consider   the   sub-genre   of   street   photography   and   
how   photographers   might   approach   different   strategies   of   public   photography.   
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Part   Two   

Part   Two   outlines   the   historical   development   and   changes   in   the   politics   of   
documentary:   its   capacity   for   storytelling   and   the   way   people   are   represented   
through   documentary   recording.   How   an   audience   might   ‘read’   images:   
photographers’   use   of   the   ‘technical’    means   available   to   record   the   ‘evidence’    of   
this   relationship   between   the   image   and   a   discernible   reality   in   the   outside   social   
world.    The   initial   ‘impulse’   of   documentary,   as   a   study   of   human   society   and   
culture   and   as   a   form   of   social   anthropology   will   be   explored   as   well   as   the   
subsequent   problems   with   this   depiction   and   audiences   reaction   to   it.   It   looks   at   
the   key   subject   matter   that   documentary   concerned   itself   with:   poverty,   war   and   
conflict,   social   situations   of   marginalised   people   and   how   photographers   have   
sought   to   publicise   these   in   order   to   try   and   effect   change.   

Looking   at   how   photographers   tell   stories   and   how   those   narratives   are   
distributed   will   help   you   reflect   on   the   success   (or   not)   of   this   initial   impulse   and   
whether   you   may   need   to   adopt   alternative   strategies   for   the   representation   of   
more   complex   subjects.      

Assignment   Two:    asks   you   to   consider   the   relationship   between   you,   the   
surveyor/photographer   and   the   depiction   of   your   surveyed/subject   using   one   of   
the   central   subjects   of   documentary:   housing   problems   and   homelessness.    

Part   Three   

Part   Three   looks   at   some   of   the   ethical   debates   surrounding   the   depiction   of   
destitution,   suffering   and   the   viewing   of    the   ‘other’,   tracing   this   back   to   
photography’s   use   in   institutional   forms   of   categorisation   and   control.   The   
camera   records   whilst   at   the   same   time   creating   a   power   relationship   ingrained   
deeply   into   the   gestures,   actions,   arguments   and   practical   knowledge   of   
everyday   lives.    Using   the   critical   writings   of   Michel   Foucault   who   subsequently   
influenced    John   Tagg,   you   will   begin   to   question   the   idea   of   the   ‘gaze’   of   the   
camera   as   neutral.   Its   power   to   see   and   record   as   being   constructed:    “to   stand   
as   evidence   or   register   a   truth.”    (Tagg   1988:   62-3).   

Assignment   Three:    asks   you   to   consider   these   ethical   questions   and   the   
relationship   between   representation   and   power   in   two   short   written   planner   
assignments:   a   Critical   Review   Plan   for   the   eventual   essay   (assignment   4);   and   a  
research   outline   proposal   for   your   eventual   practice   personal   project   
(assignment   5).     
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Part   Four   

Part   Four   looks   at   developments   in   documentary   practice   as   a   reflection   of   some   
of   the   ‘dilemmas’   outlined   in   part   two.   The   realisation   that   complete   objective   
reporting   is   impossible   and   that   the   point   of   view   of   image   makers,   viewers   as   
well   as   those   who   are   viewed   has   to   be   acknowledged.   The   emergence   of   a   
critically   reflexive   practice   which   attempts   to   re-frame   ‘reality’    using   novel   
storytelling   devices   which   are   closer   to   fictional   forms   than   simple   factual   
recording.   Changes   to   the   practice   of   documentary   in   the   1980s   and   1990s   set   
the   scene   for   the   contemporary   more   ‘conceptual’   documentary   we   see   today.   
Part   Four   discusses   a   range   of   case   studies   and   critical   reflections   to   tell   a   more   
personal   story   of   differing   social   groups   whilst   subverting   the   previously   
sacrosanct   notion   of   documentary   as   objective   evidence.   It   encourages   
‘intentionality’   of   the   photographer   as   an   ‘author’   so   that   you   might   consider   
yourself   as   a   contemporary   practitioner   as   a   more   deliberate   move   from   the   
macro   journalistic   representations   of   the   public   realm   towards   more   micro,   
personal   and   subjective   stories.   Part   four   will   also   incorporate   methodologies   for   
the   reading   of   visual   images   in   order   that   you   can   develop   your   writing,   analyse   
images    and   consider   several   case   studies.     

Assignment   Four:    from   your   planner   you   will   write   the   full   critical   essay,  
choosing   from   a   range   of   questions.     

Part   Five   

Part   Five   builds   on   the   ideas   of   narrative   and   representation   began   in   part   two   
and   four   towards   the   idea   of   a   discourse   (   a   debate   on   the   interweaving   histories   
of   documentary):   intertextuality,   where   contemporary   images   are   informed   by   
earlier   representations   and   context   and   institutions;   as   the   art   gallery   frames   a   
way   of   seeing.    This   moves   documentary   into   the   realm   of   social   practice,   
including   photographers   collaborating   with   other   photographers   as   well   as   the   
subjects   of   their   visual   depictions.   

Assignment   Five:    Your   practice   personal   project,   taking   into   consideration   
strategies   you   have   studied   throughout   the   course   as   well   as   being   informed   by   
your   critical   essay.     
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Part   Six   

Part   Six   is   a   review   of   case   studies   of   other   photographers   and   an   opportunity   to   
revise   and   edit   work.   This   is   where   you   fully   realise   your   intended   documentary   
narrative,   producing   a   finished   submission,   considering   final   selection,   
presentation,   and   sequencing.   

Assignment   Six:    The   realisation   of   your   project   (practice   work   plus   critical   
reflection).   This   will   take   the   form   of   a   pre-assessment   review.   You   will   then   be   
able   to   edit   and   refine   the   work   ready   for   final   submission.   

You   will   be   supported   through   the   course   by   receiving   formative   feedback   from   a   
tutor,   and   at   the   end   of   your   course   you   will   be   able   to   submit   for   summative   
assessment.   Your   work   will   be   assessed   on   the   following   criteria:   

● Demonstration   of   technical   and   visual   skills;   Materials,   techniques,   
observational   skills,   visual   awareness,   design   and   compositional   skills.   

● Quality   of   outcome;   Content,   application   of   knowledge,   presentation   of   
work   in   a   coherent   manner,   discernment,   conceptualisation   of   thoughts,   
communication   of   ideas.   

● Demonstration   of   creativity;   Imagination,   experimentation,   invention,   
development   of   a   personal   voice.   

● Context;   Reflection,   research   and   critical   thinking.   
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Getting   started   
Through   Level   1,   you   will   have   experienced   studying   with   OCA   and   developed   
study   skills   that   work   for   you.   Alternatively,   you   may   have   recently   joined   OCA   
through   accreditation   of   prior   learning   or   experiences.   This   section   briefly   recaps   
on   studying   at   OCA   through   a   series   of   quick   research   tasks   and   exercises.     

Being   an   OCA   student   

As   a   distance   learning   student   you   receive   learning   materials   that   take   you   
through   the   content   of   each   course   unit.   Your   materials   provide   case   studies,   
links   to   resources   and   suggested   research,   and   are   typically   structured   into   five   
parts   covering   a   number   of   different   topics.   Each   part   contains   research   tasks,   
exercises,   and   projects   that   encourage   you   to   undertake   your   own   research,   
make   work,   and   reflect   on   your   progress.     

Work   your   way   through   one   part   at   a   time   in   chronological   order,   undertaking   
any   tasks   and   documenting   your   work   as   you   go   in   your   learning   log.   These   tasks   
are   designed   to   be   as   accessible   as   possible,   so   all   students,   regardless   of   their   
circumstances   can   participate.   There   is   usually   room   to   adjust   tasks   to   suit   your   
needs   and   this   is   something   OCA   can   support   you   with.   Once   you   complete   a   
given   part,   you   will   submit   a   selection   of   your   work   and   your   learning   log   to   your   
tutor,   who   will   review   it   and   provide   you   with   formative   feedback.   

Research   task:    Study   tips   

Visit   OCA’s    WeAreOCA    blog   and   read   through   the    study   tips    section:   
https://weareoca.com/category/students/study-tips/ .   
These   posts   are   regularly   added   to,   so   keep   an   eye   open   for   new   additions.   You   
can   also   comment   on   existing   posts,   or   contact   OCA   if   you   would   like   to   see   new   
posts   on   a   specific   topic.   

Research   task:    Student   handbook   

You   will   have   received   a   current    Student   Handbook    when   you   enrolled.   Read   
through   it   to   find   out   more   about   how   OCA   works   and   what   it   can   offer   you.   
Refer   back   to   your   Student   Handbook   if   you   have   any   questions   at   a   later   date.   
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Research   task:    Online   resources   

OCA   Learn    will   be   a   key   facility   throughout   your   time   studying   with   OCA,   
therefore,   we   strongly   recommend   completing   the    Getting   Started:   An   
Introduction   to   OCA   Study    course.   Once   logged   into   your   OCA   Learn   account,   
you’ll   find   this   in   your   ‘My   Courses’   section.   

For   more   information   on    OCA   Learn ,   including   information   on   how   to   sign   in   
and   access   your   course   material,   please   watch   the    OCA   Learn   General   
Introduction   video    or   by   using   the   following   link,   
https://oca.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=df98e6f1-e6f8-4c8c 
-ba2b-aa9d00b13fee .   

The    OCA   Discuss    site   [ https://discuss.oca-student.com/ ]   helps   to   connect   OCA   
students   together   for   subject   related   discussions   and   mutual   support.   

Feedback   from   your   tutor   

Tutor   feedback   can   be   verbal   or   written,   or   a   combination   of   both,   depending   on   
what   you   would   rather   receive.    Written   feedback    will   be   in   the   form   of   a   PDF   
tutor   report.    Verbal   feedback    will   be   provided   online   through   Google   Meet   or   
by   telephone   with   a   summary   written   by   your   tutor.    All   tutor   feedback   will   be   
timely,   well-grounded,   constructive,   and   challenging.   It   will   reflect   on   the   work   
you   have   produced   and   provide   pointers   on   how   you   can   improve.   Tutors   
provide   feedback   at   the   end   of   each   part   of   the   course   unit.   

Research   task:    The   role   of   the   tutor   

You   can   find   out   more   about   the   role   of   your   tutor   through   watching   this   short   
video:   [ https://vimeo.com/180282269 ]   

You   may   also   want   to   find   out   what   kind   of   practitioner   your   specific   tutor   is   by   
looking   at   their   profile:    https://www.oca.ac.uk/our-tutors/   

Tip:    Reflecting   on   your   feedback     

It’s   important   to   reflect   on   feedback   in   your   learning   log,   identifying   what   you   
feel   are   the   key   themes   and   areas   for   development.   This   will   help   you   develop   a   
better   understanding   of   what   you   are   taking   from   your   tutor’s   feedback,   help   you   
develop   a   reflective   approach   to   your   studies,   and   help   your   tutor   in   how   they   
tailor   their   feedback   for   you.   
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If   you’re   using   a   public   facing   blog,   and   want   to   quote   from   the   feedback,   please   
refer   to   ‘your   tutor’   rather   than   by   naming   them   personally.   You   should   act   on   
this   feedback   as   you   progress   through   the   course   unit   and   can   rework   any   
elements   prior   to   submitting   for   assessment.    

Assessment   

Once   you   have   completed   each   part   of   the   course   and   received   feedback   from   
your   tutor,   you   can   submit   for    summative   assessment    to   one   of   three   annual   
assessment   events.   For   assessment   you’ll   need   to   submit   a   cross-section   of   the   
work   you’ve   done   on   this   course   unit,   as   outlined   in   your   assessment   guidelines.     

You   can   access   both   Assessment   Guidelines   and   Assessment   Criteria   via   the   
Assessment   Guidance    section   available   on   OCA   Learn.   
https://learn.oca.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=201   

If   you’ve   any   questions   regarding   assessment,   please   speak   with   your   tutor.   

Further   research   

While   it’s   useful   to   know   how   you   are   being   assessed   from   the   start   of   your   
course,   there’s   plenty   of   time   to   prepare.   Further   information   about   assessment   
can   be   found   in   your   Student   Handbook,   and   more   detailed   information   in   your   
Student   Regulations.   There   is   staged   information   throughout   to   help   guide   you   
through   the   assessment   process.   

  
Supporting   your   learning   

Alongside   providing   learning   materials   and   access   to   a   tutor,   OCA   supports   your   
learning   by   providing   access   to   key   texts,   an   online   library,   and   other   online   
resources.   

Throughout   the   course   unit   you   will   be   asked   to   undertake   research   into   the   
work   of   other   creative   practitioners   or   to   conduct   your   own   research.   Use   the   
library   and   other   resources   available   to   you.   You   might   also   want   to   access   other   
reliable   online   resources.   

Research   task:    Accessing   the   library   and   key   texts   

As   an   OCA   student,   you   have   online   access   to   UCA’s   online   library   resources.   To   
find   out   how   to   log   on,   and   what   resources   are   available,   please   visit:    OCA   Learn   
-   Academic   Support:   Library .   
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Research   task:    Harvard   Referencing   

By   Level   2   you   should   be   familiar   with   the    Harvard   referencing   system    to   cite   
any   research   you   undertake.   The   system   can   be   applied   to   books,   quotations,   
images,   scores,   recordings,   films   and   any   other   work   you   wish   to   reference.   
Through   written   citations   it   helps   locate   work   and   prevents   any   accidental   
plagiarism.     

You   can   familiarise   yourself   with   the   Havard   referencing   system   by   visiting   the   
Getting   Started:   An   Introduction   to   OCA   Study    course,   and   access   any   relevant   
documents   under   the    Harvard   Referencing   heading .   

Exercise   1:    What   do   you   want   /   need   from   the   course   unit?   

At   Level   2,   the   course   unit   aims   to   develop   your   ideas   and   practices   by   providing   
a   deeper   sense   of   contexts   you   are   working   within,   and   for   you   to   further   
explore   how   you   can   creatively   and   critically   respond   to   these.   Level   5   is   very   
much   about   deepening   your   approach,   so   it’s   a   good   starting   point   to   consider   
what   you   might   want   or   need   to   develop,   based   on   your   learning   journey   so   far.   
For   example,   are   there   areas   you   have   already   explored   you   are   now   keen   to   
develop   further,   areas   you   would   like   to   expand   upon,   or   study   skills   you   would   
like   to   improve   on.    Write   a   short   paragraph   or   around   5   bullet   points   
identifying   what   you   want   and   what   you   might   need   from   the   course   unit.   

To   help   support   your   learning   it’s   also   useful   for   your   tutor   to   get   a   sense   of   your   
own   creative   and   learning   background,   your   expectations   of   the   course   unit,   
motivations,   and   any   other   information   you‘d   like   to   share.    Write   a   short   
paragraph   or   5   bulletin   points   highlighting   what   you’re   bringing   to   the   course   
unit.     

Tip:    Sharing   your   needs   

Exercise   1   may   be   a   good   opportunity   to   consider   any   personal   or   health   issues   
that   might   impact   on   your   ability   to   study.   Contact   Learner   Support   to   make   
them   aware,   and   to   access   guidance   and   support:   [ learnersupport@oca.ac.uk ]   
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Learning   logs     
As   an   OCA   student   you   need   to   keep   a   learning   log   as   a   way   of   documenting   
your   creative   responses   to   course   activities,   your   reflections   on   your   progress,   
and   as   a   way   of   sharing   your   work   with   your   tutor.     

A    learning   log    should   be   a   summary   of   your   creative   process,   documenting   the   
various   stages   you   have   gone   through,   with   visual   examples,   and   a   brief   
explanation   and   reflection   on   your   creative   process   and   outcomes.   It   is   helpful   if   
your   learning   log   makes   reference   to   each   part   of   the   course   unit   including   any   
exercise   titles   or   research   tasks.     

OCA   students   choose   to   keep   their   learning   log   as   an   online   blog,   notebook,   or   
as   a   digital   file.   One   advantage   of   using   a   blog   is   that   it   allows   you   to   document   
your   work   as   you   progress,   in   a   format   that   is   ready   to   submit   to   your   tutor.   It   
makes   sharing   your   work   simple,   especially   if   you   have   a   lot   of   digital   elements.   
Keeping   one   blog   per   course   unit   makes   it   easier   for   your   tutor   and   assessors   to   
access.     

You   may   also   find   it   useful   to   have   notebooks   to   support   their   blog.   For   example,   
to   take   notes   at   gallery   visits   which   can   then   be   typed   up   with   any   photos   onto   
your   blog   afterwards.     

Some   students   use   their   mobile   phones   to   flick   through   sketchbooks   to   add   to   
their   blogs,   rather   than   posting   them.   Alternatively,   you   can   produce   short   audio   
or   video   logs   (vlogs)   to   record   your   reflections   on   your   blog.   

Tip:    summarising   your   learning  

Whatever   form   of   learning   log   you   decide   to   use,   get   into   the   habit   of   going   
through   what   you’ve   produced   and   summarising   your   key   learning   for   your   
tutor.   See   this   summary   as   a   signpost   to   your   learning,   so   you’re   pointing   out   key   
moments   or   blog   posts.   This   will   save   them   having   to   read,   watch,   or   listen   to   
your   entire   log   to   find   out   what’s   been   important   to   you.   It   also   encourages   you   
to   be   more   reflective   and   succinct   in   your   approach.   
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Exercise   2:    Setting   up   your   learning   log   

You   can   create   your   own   learning   log   using    OCA   Spaces .   For   information   on   how   
to   do   so,   please   complete   the   ‘Documenting   Your   Work’   section   of   the    Getting   
Started:   An   Introduction   to   OCA   Study    course.   Alternatively,   you   can   watch   the   
Using   OCA   Spaces   video,   available   on   the    OCA   Space   help   page .   

If   you’re   not   using   a   blog,   establish   how   you   might   use   digital   folders   or   files   for   
your   learning   log.  

From   your   experience   on   previous   OCA   courses   you   may   already   have   a   learning   
log   that   you   want   to   continue   to   use.   If   so,   you   will   need   to   establish   a   way   in   
which   to   clearly   indicate   when   your   old   course   ends   and   your   new   one   begins,   
for   example   by   tagging   your   posts   and   setting   up   a   new   menu   for   each   course.   

Further   reading   

You   can   find   more   information   on   how   to   use   OCA   Spaces   by   completing   the   
Getting   Started:   An   Introduction   to   OCA   Study    course;   including   guides   on   how   to   
begin   creating   your   own   blog.   The   OCA   has   also   produced   music   specific   
templates,   available   for   use   on   OCA   Spaces.   

Additionally,   the   OCA   has   also   produced   Listening   and   Learning   Log   Music   
guides,   which   you   can   access   in   the   Resources   section.   

There   are   many   blog   posts   on    weareoca.com    about   learning   logs.   Do   some   
research   to   see   how   other   students   have   approached   theirs.   
[ https://weareoca.com/?s=learning+log ]   

Managing   your   time   

Your   course   unit   requires   around    600   learning   hours    which   can   be   undertaken   
flexibly,   part-time,   or   closer   to   full-time   study,   depending   on   how   quickly   you   
want   to   learn.   You   have   a   maximum   of   two   years   to   complete   these   learning   
hours,   but   if   you   spread   your   learning   over   too   long   a   timeframe   it’s   easy   to   lose   
momentum.   With   this   in   mind,   you   might   want   to   aim   to   complete   this   course   
unit   within   18   months   (at   8   hours   per   week),   12   months   (working   approximately   
12   hours   per   week),   or   at   a   full   time   rate   of   around   6   months   (at   24   hours   per   
week).   These   timeframes   will   depend   on   how   much   time   you   can   commit   to   
study,   so   it’s   good   to   be   realistic   about   what   is   manageable   for   you.   
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Allow   around   20%   of   your   learning   hours   for   reflection   and   keeping   
your   learning   log   up   to   date.   

During   the   course   unit   your   tutor   will   suggest   dates   by   which   your   next   
assignment   is   due   based   on   which   of   these   time   frames   you   want   to   work   within.   
Deadlines   can   be   renegotiated   in   discussion   with   your   tutor,   so   long   as   they   fit   
within   the   overall   maximum   time   frame   for   the   course   unit.   

Allocating   regular   time   for   your   studies   will   help   you   balance   your   course   work   
with   the   rest   of   your   life.   It’s   important   to   be   realistic   about   what   you   can   
achieve.   For   example,   don’t   try   to   undertake   the   course   full-time,   while   working   
full-time,   and   juggling   everything   else   you   do.   You’ll   end   up   seeing   the   course   as   
‘another   thing   to   do’   which   won’t   be   useful   for   your   motivation   or   creativity.   It’s   
much   better   to   give   yourself   some   breathing   space   to   enjoy   the   challenge   of   your   
studies.   

  
Walker   Evans   (1903-1975),   The   work   boots   of   Floyd   Burroughs,   cotton   sharecropper,   
Hale   County,   Alabama,   1936.   

Tip:    Asking   for   help   

Remember   that   if   you   have   difficulty   with   any   of   your   deadlines   please   get   in   
touch   with   your   tutor.   Additional   support   is   available   from   OCA   Head   Office:   

● Student   Services    [ studentadvice@oca.ac.uk ]     
if   you   have   queries   around   study   resources,   time   frames,   finance   and   
funding,   or   any   general   enquiries.     
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● Learner   Support    [ learnersupport@oca.ac.uk ]     
if   any   personal   or   health   issues   begin   to   impact   on   your   ability   to   study.   

Exercise   3:    Managing   your   time     

Depending   on   your   circumstances,   you   might   allocate   time   in   different   ways   -   a   
day   a   week,   an   hour   a   day,   larger   blocks   of   time   such   as   weekends   or   holidays,   or   
a   combination   of   approaches.   

Ask   yourself   the   following   questions?   

● How   much   time   can   you   allocate   to   study   each   week?   

● What   is   my   most/least   productive   time   of   the   day?   

● How   well   do   I   manage   time?   

● What   is   a   realistic   schedule   to   undertake   Part   One   (around   80   learning   
hours)   and   when   might   you   set   your   first   deadline?   

Make   some   notes   in   your   learning   log   and   discuss   your   schedule   when   you   talk   
to   your   tutor.   

Resources   

To   get   the   most   out   of   your   study   you   will   need   to   access   OCA’s   online   and   social   
resources,   and   develop   your   own   physical   resources   and   working/study   space.   
These   will   differ   depending   on   what   subject   you’re   studying.   

Try   not   to   feel   limited   by   the   resources   or   space   you   have   available   at   the   
moment,   creativity   can   flourish   anywhere   and   there’s   plenty   of   time   to   acquire   
the   equipment   you   need.   Working   at   a   distance   can   have   advantages   to   working   
in   University   studios   and   classrooms   as   the   resources   you   develop   over   time   
belong   to   you   and   meet   your   specific   needs.   
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General   resources   

You   may   need   drawing   and   writing   tools,   paper,   sketchbooks.     

Having   some   photography   equipment   is   an   advantage   when   working   at   a   
distance   to   help   document   your   work.   The   camera   on   your   phone   will   often   be   
fine.   If   you   have   an   SLR   Camera   even   better.   A   tripod   or   ‘gorilla   grip’   style   flexible   
mount   (for   camera   or   phone)   will   be   really   useful.   You   won’t   need   professional   
lighting   but   make   sure   you   have   a   few   sources   of   ordinary   lighting,   both   to   make   
sure   you   work   in   decent   light   levels   at   all   times   and   to   use   for   documenting   your   
work.   

Digital   resources   

Here   is   a   list   of   digital   resources   and   software   you   will   need:   

● A   personal   computer   you   have   reliable   and   regular   access   to,   and   is   
equipped   with   up   to   date   software   and   has   this   operating   system   installed.   

● Google   Drive,   which   is   a   free   service   provided   by   Google.   It   is   an   online   file   
sharing   system   based   on   the   cloud,   so   you   can   access   it   from   anywhere.   
You   will   be   expected   to   upload   files   from   your   computer   and   share   them   
with   your   tutor,   and   submit   documents   for   assessment   using   Google   
Drive.   

● Google   mail,   this   service   hosts   all   OCA   email   address   as   a   free   service   
through   Gmail.   Personal   email   addresses    should   not    be   used   for   OCA   
studies.   

● Online   learning   logs   are   recommended   as   a   way   of   keeping   your   
supporting   studies   up   to   date.   The   OCA   recommends   using   its    OCA   Spaces   
platform ;   any   online   blogging   platform   may   be   used   but   please   avoid   
platforms   which   require   viewers   to   create   an   account   as   this   can   cause   
issues   at   assessment.   

Some   courses   require   the   use   of   specialist   software,   so   along   with   a   computer,   
you   will   also   need   to   download   and   install   these   applications.   Where   possible   we   
have   highlighted   ‘freeware’   options,   that   are   available   free   of   charge,   as   well   as   
industry   standard   software   you   may   want   to   purchase.   
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Course   resources   

Here’s   a   general   list   of   what   you   may   need   for   this   specific   course   unit:   

● A   digital   camera,   preferably   a   Digital   Single   Lens   Reflex   Camera   (DSLR)   or   
mirrorless,   with   manually   adjustable   shutter/aperture   and   
interchangeable   lenses.   It   is   important   that   you   are   able   to   control   and   
experiment   with   the   technical   functions   of   the   camera   to   fully   engage   with  
the   course   materials.   

● Lens   -   a   standard   zoom   lens   (focal   length   will   depend   on   the   size   of   your   

camera’s   sensor).   

● A   tripod.  

● A   flash   gun.   

Think   about   any   other   materials,   tools,   or   other   resources   you   might   need,   as   
well   as   items   from   the   above   specialist   subject-related   equipment   that   would   be   
useful.   Consider   resources   you   may   need   to   work   safely   and   comfortably   
outdoors.   

Think   about   any   other   materials,   tools,   or   other   resources   you   might   need,   as   
well   as   items   from   the   above   specialist   subject-related   equipment   that   would   be   
useful.     

Tip:    Student   discounts   on   software   

All   students   enrolled   with   OCA   are   encouraged   to   register   for   an   NUS   card.   The   
card   entitles   you   to   discounts   on   thousands   of   products   including   software   and   
apps,   as   well   as   buying   materials   in   local   art   shops.   

Your   working   space   

You   will   need   a   space   to   make   your   work,   be   it   the   kitchen   table,   a   spare   room   or   
an   existing   studio   space,   somewhere   to   work   on   your   learning   log   or   work   
digitally,   access   to   a   computer,   and   space   to   read   and   reflect   which   could   be   
much   more   flexible   and   also   slot   into   other   times,   for   example   reading   on   the   
train   on   the   way   to   work.   
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Exercise   4:    Identifying   resources   

Prepare   a   list   of   the   equipment   and   other   resources   you   might   need   to   use.   
What   do   you   currently   have   and   what   might   you   need   to   get?   Don’t   worry   if   you   
don’t   have   everything   now,   there’s   plenty   of   time   to   build   your   resources   as   you   
progress   through   the   course   unit   and   degree.   If   you’re   not   sure   of   what   you   
need,   then   prepare   a   list   of   questions   to   ask   your   tutor.     

What   space   or   spaces   are   you   going   to   work   in?   Consider   where   you   will   do   most   
of   your   study,   and   prepare   it   so   it’s   an   environment   you’ll   enjoy   working   in   and   
you   are   able   to   store   your   equipment   and   resources.     

You   may   want   to   take   a   photo   of   your   studio   space   to   share   with   your   tutor   via   
your   learning   log.  

Social   resources   

While   it   might   often   feel   like   you’re   studying   on   your   own,   it’s   worth   
remembering   that   there   are   lots   of   other   OCA   students   doing   the   same.   Your   
fellow   students   can   provide   fresh   perspectives,   feedback   and   encouragement,   
and   creative   opportunities   for   collaboration   or   sharing.   

You   can   make   contact   with   fellow   students   through   our    OCA   discuss   site :   
[ https://discuss.oca-student.com/ ].     

You’ll   find   a   welcome   section   here:   
https://discuss.oca-student.com/c/welcome-introduce-yourself-here   

You   can   also   talk   through   your    email   group ,   which   you   were   added   to   when   you   
enrolled   onto   your   course   unit.   Its   purpose   is   to   make   it   easier   for   students   
studying   the   same   course   unit   to   talk   to   one   another,   upload   images   and   critique   
one   another's   work.   Through   these   groups   you   have   access   to   the   experience   of   
students   who   are   further   along   in   their   studies   who   can   offer   advice   and   
guidance   and   you   can   take   comfort   in   knowing   there   are   others   at   the   same   
point   as   you,   who   may   share   the   same   worries   or   concerns.   These   course   
discussion   groups   utilise   ‘Google   groups’   to   operate.   

There   are   also   discussion   spaces   on   the   BA   (Hons)   Photography   area   of    OCA   
Learn ,   where   you   can   talk   to   other   students   and   tutors.   

Remember   to   communicate   respectfully   and   responsibly   with   other   students   
and   OCA   staff   online.   You   can   find   more   information   on    Netiquette    by   
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completing   the    Getting   Started:   An   Introduction   to   OCA   Study    course,   or   via   the   
Discuss   Form   heading .   

Research   task:    OCASA  

OCA’s   Student   Association    (OCASA)   [ www.ocasa.org.uk ]   is   available   to   you   as   a   
student.   One   of   their   activities   is   organising   joint   study   visits   with   OCA   tutors.   
Visit:    https://weareoca.com/category/study-visits/    to   identify   any   study   visits   you   
would   like   to   attend,   either   virtually   or   in   person.   

Exercise   5:    Saying   hello   to   your   fellow   students   

Get   in   touch   with   other   students   to   say   hello,   and   to   share   something   about   you   
or   your   practice.   Use   the   OCA   discuss   site   and/or   the   email   group.     

Working   alongside   other   OCA   students   can   help   provide   social   support   for   your   
studies   by   providing   fresh   perspectives,   feedback   and   encouragement,   and   build   
working   relationships   and   collaborations.   Think   about   how   you   can   build   regular   
student   contact   into   your   creative   practice   throughout   the   course   unit.   

Exercise   6:    Say   hello   to   your   tutor   

For   your   final   exercise,   get   in   touch   with   your   tutor   to   arrange   a   15-20   min   
conversation.   This   is   an   opportunity   to   say   hello   to   your   tutor   and   put   a   voice   to   
a   name.   It’s   also   a   chance   to   discuss   how   best   to   schedule   your   time,   document   
your   work,   and   share   it.     

The   previous   exercises   and   research   tasks   will   have   helped   you   prepare   for   this   
conversation   and   identified   any   questions   you’d   like   to   ask.   Use   your   notes   from   
these   exercises   as   a   starting   point.   

Reflect   on   this   conversation   in   your   learning   log   as   a   way   to   identify   any   key   
points   and   as   a   starting   point   to   refer   back   to   later   on.   Don’t   forget   to   refer   to   ‘my   
tutor’   online   rather   than   by   name.   

Finally,   you   may   want   to   reflect   on   doing   this   introduction   as   a   whole.   Has   it   been   
useful   and   are   there   things   we   could   do   differently?   Make   some   notes   in   your   
learning   log   and   feel   free   to   get   in   touch   with   OCA   directly   or   use   the   forums   to   
help   us   improve   our   support   if   you   have   any   ideas.   
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Starting   your   course   unit   
You   should   now   be   ready   to   start   Part   One   of   your   course   unit.   Don’t   worry   if   you   
are   still   getting   to   grips   with   using   your   blog,   adjusting   to   this   form   of   learning,   or   
don’t   have   all   the   resources   you   need.   There’s   plenty   of   time   to   develop   these   as   
you   progress.   Remember   that   if   you   get   stuck   along   the   way   there’s   support   
available   from   OCA   and   encouragement   from   your   fellow   students.   

Enjoy   the   rest   of   your   studies!      
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Photography   2   

Part   One:   
Documentary   
Debates   

  
Garry   Clarkson,   Mending   Wall:   T he   Dawn   After   the   Worst   Riots   on   Mainland   Britain,   
Manningham,    Bradford,   UK.   8   July   2001.    British   Journal   of   Photography    22   August   2001.   
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Use   the   grid   below   to   keep   track   of   your   progress   throughout   Part   One.   
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Project    Complete   

1:    Documentary   Traditions      

2:    Reality   and   Realism      

3:    Evidence   and   Archive      

4:    About   Looking      

Exercise      

1.1:    Humanism      

1.2:    Truth   and   Representation      

1.3:    People   at   Work      

1.4:    Event   and   Aftermath      

1.5:    Beyond   the   ‘Decisive   Moment’      

1.6:    Partiality   of   Photographic   Evidence      

1.7:    “Diegesis”   selections   from   the   real   world      

1.8:    In   the   zone      

Assignment      

1:    Out   in   the   Street      



  

Introduction   
‘What   I   call   the   documentary   impulse….the   passion   to   record   the   
moments   we   experience   and   wish   to   preserve,   the   things   we   witness   
and   might   want   to   reform,   or   simply   the   people,   places   or   things   we   
find   remarkable.   The   driving   factors   behind   this   impulse   throughout   
history   have   included   curiosity,   outrage,   reform,   ritual,   self-assertion   
and   the   expression   of   power.   These   factors   encompass   the   search   for   
evidence,   for   beauty,   even   for   therapy   –   and   always   the   search   to   make   
memories   immortal’.     

(Franklin,   2016:   05)   

Documentary   photography   is   a   victim   of   its   own   legacy,   its   own   history.   The   early   
gritty   black   &   white   documents   of   suffering   and   otherness   –   documents   that   
have   become   both   part   of   world   history   and   the   history   of   photography   itself   –   
characterise   the   documentary   image   for   many   people.   However,   this   is   only   one   
of   many   possible   documentary   photography   strategies.   Part   One   will   give   you   a   
flavour   of   the   visual   and   conceptual   possibilities   of   documentary,   prepare   you   
for   the   following   sections   and   stimulate   you   to   start   looking   into   more   
contemporary   documentary   practice.   

You   will   study   and   apply   some   of   these   documentary   ‘codes’   to   a   range   of   subject   
matter   and   reflect   on   the   genres   ‘anthropological’   function.   You   will   become   
aware   of   its   stylistic   transition   from   initial   use   as   evidence   of   social   ills   in   the   
nineteenth   century   towards   the   heyday   of   photojournalism   -   its   ‘bearing   witness’   
or   what   Cornell   Capa   termed   ‘concerned   photography’   -    towards    contemporary   
more   ‘conceptual’   forms.   A   development   from   the   surveys   of   the   1930s   through   
the   heyday   of   magazine   picture   stories   to   the   current   vogue   for   exhibition   and   
gallery   dissemination.     

This   first   part   of   the   course   introduces   you   to   some   of   the   key   debates   around   
the   documentary   photograph   and   the   practice   of   documentary   photography.   
You’ll   find   that   these   debates   are   recurrent   issues   and   that   they’ll   return,   in   
varying   degrees   of   complexity,   in   the   later   parts   of   the   course.   The   aim   of   this   
first   part   is   to   challenge   your   preconceptions   of   what   documentary   is   and   
provide   you   with   some   fertile   ground   for   reflection   which   will   help   you   develop   
your   knowledge,   understanding   and   critical   skills.     
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Project   1:    Documentary   Traditions   
In   an   interview   with   Leslie   Katz   in   1971,   the   documentary   photographer   Walker   
Evans   stated   that:     

"When   you   say   'documentary,'   you   have   to   have   a   sophisticated   ear   to   
receive   that   word.   It   should   be   documentary   style,   because   
documentary   is   police   photography   of   a   scene   and   a   murder....That's   a   
real   document.   You   see   art   is   really   useless,   and   a   document   has   use.   
And   therefore   art   is   never   a   document,   but   it   can   adopt   that   style.   I   do   
it.   I'm   called   a   documentary   photographer.   But   that   presupposes   a   
quite   subtle   knowledge   of   this   distinction".     

(Evans,   1971:   87)   

This   first   part   of   the   course   introduces   you   to   some   of   the   key   debates   around   
the   documentary   photograph   and   the   practice   of   documentary   photography.   
You’ll   find   that   these   debates   are   recurrent   issues   in   documentary   photography   
and   that   they’ll   return,   in   varying   degrees   of   complexity,   in   the   later   parts   of   the   
course.   The   aim   of   this   first   part   is   to   challenge   your   preconceptions   of   how   
photography   records   events   and   cultures   and   provide   you   with   some   fertile   
ground   for   reflection   that    will   help   you   develop   your   knowledge,   understanding   
and   skills.     

An   overarching   definition   of   Documentary   across   multiple   practices   could   be:   
’photography   concerned   with   the   objective   depiction   of   external   social   reality’.   
However   these   terms,   (reality,   truth,   objective,   subjective),   as   you   shall   see,   are   
difficult   to   define   and   depend   very   much   on   context.   That   is,   the   relationship   
both   of   visual   elements   within   the   picture   as   well   as   the   circumstances   
surrounding   the   taking   of   it:   how   the   setting   relates   to   ideas,   themes   and   public   
arguments   outside   the   image   itself.     

As   a   specific   genre,   documentary   uses   a   system   of   visual   language   or   ‘signs’   
(which   stand   in   for   ideas);   what   we   term   ‘codes’,   which   follow   a   tradition   or   
‘convention’   (how   something   is   usually   done).   This   is   often   challenged   by   the   
image   maker,   edited   by   a   publisher   and   subsequently   re-evaluated   by   the   
viewer.   Like   written   or   spoken   language   it   has   evolved   and   changed   over   time,   
subject   to   the   prevailing   dominant   system   of   ideas   -   or    ‘ideologies’   of   the   specific   
period   in   question.   
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Left:   Walker   Evans   (1903-1975),    Penny   Picture   Display ,   Savannah   1936.   Right:   Portrait   of   a   
man,   1941.     

Working   towards   your   assignment     

Read   the   brief   for   Assignment   One   and   create   a   dedicated   page   on   your   learning   
log   or   blog.   Make   a   few   preliminary   planning   notes   and   keep   adding   thoughts,   
ideas   and   resources   to   it   as   you   work   through   the   projects   in   Part   One.   This   page   
should   also   contain   your   work   in   progress   for   this   assignment.   See   the   section   
entitled   ‘Critical,   Reflective   and   Practical   Work’   in   the   ‘before   you   start’   
Introduction   to   this   course   guide.     

This   course   builds   upon   ideas   previously   outlined   in   level   one   courses,   in   
particular   Context   And   Narrative   and   the   concepts   of   the   eyewitness,   the   
objective   recording   capability   of   the   camera,   selectivity   and   documentary   
photojournalism   and   social   reform;   all   of   which   presupposes   what   Tom   Gunning   
(2004)   refers   to   as   the   ‘truth   claim’,   of   its   depiction:   the   prevalent   belief   that   
traditional   photographs   accurately   show   a   discernible   reality   ‘out   there’.    This   
truth   claim   relies   on   the   ‘indexicality’   of   documentary   photography   and   its   
accurate   visual   depiction   of   reality.   This   notion   will   be   explored   and   in   some   ways   
disputed   in   the   next   project.   Similarly,   you   will   have   encountered   the   ideas   of   
‘indexical’,   meaning   -   the   photographs   direct   physical   relationship   to   its   object   -   in   
the   level   one   course   Expressing   Your   Vision.   Re-evaluating   these   ideas   as   central   
definitions   of   documentary   will   help   you   understand   the   terms   used   in   this  
course.   
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Sociologists   with   a   camera   

Documentary   is   concerned   with   a   survey   of   external   social   realities   rather   than   
more   personal   or   autobiographical   depictions   or   artistic   expression   of   the   self.   
However,   as   you   will   see   later   -   in   part   four   -   it   may   borrow   some   of   these   
methods,   offering   a   more   personal   viewpoint   using   images   of   others   to   ‘stand   in’   
for   the   workings   of   the   social   world.   The   term   social   ‘anthropology’   or   
‘ethnography’   is   used   to   highlight   this   function.   Social   scientists   have   used   
photographs   to   explain   the   workings   of   the   social   world   and   early   documentary   
photographers   borrowed   some   of   these   methods.   This   led   the   American   
sociologist,   Howard   Saul   Becker,   to   note   that   “photography   and   sociology   have   
approximately   the   same   birth   date”   (Becker,   1974:3).   Becker,   who   made   
sociological   studies   of   crime   and   deviance   in   his   1963   book   Outsiders   provided   
the   foundations   for   ‘Labelling   Theory’   -   the   idea   that   behaviour   of   individuals   may   
be   determined   or   influenced   by   the   terms   used   to   describe   or   classify   them.   A   
kind   of   self-fulfilling   prophecy   which   leads   to   the   stereotyping   of   certain   groups   
in   society.   Documentary   photography   is   no   different   in   this   respect   and   
representation   of   certain   social   groups   and   their   labels   will   be   explored,   defined   
and   challenged   in   later   parts   of   this   course.   

Research   point   1.1   

Read:    
● Becker,   H.   S.   (1974).    Photography   and   Sociology,   Studies   in   Visual   

Communication    (1),   3-26   
https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1003&context=sv 
c      [Link   last   accessed   02/01/20]   

Reflect   on   the   similarities   (and   differences)   between   social   research   and   
photography   and   documentary’s   combination   of   a   “   journalistic   and   
ethnographic   style   with   a   self-conscious   and   deliberate   artistic   purpose”    (Becker,   
1974:   5).     

Visual   anthropology   is   described   by   Terry   Barrett   as   a   form   of    the   ‘Explanatory   
Photograph’   (see   the   preliminary   reading   point   in   ‘course   introduction’).   If   we   
were   to   take,   for   example,   the   representation   of   Native   and   African   Americans   as   
an   example   of   this   ‘documentary   template’   we   could   see   a   range   of   traditions,   
photographic   strategies   or   styles,   from   Edward   Curtis’   2,000   image   
anthropological   study   of   Native   Americans   in   the   early   part   of   the   twentieth   
century   through   James   Van   Der   Zee’s   insider   view   of   positive   images   of   Harlem   in   
the   1920s   to    Songs   of   My   People    book,   exhibition   and   multimedia   project   edited   
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by   Eric   Easter,   Dudley   M.   Brooks   and   D.   Michael   Cheers   in   1992;   with   an   
introduction   by   famed   African   American   photographer   Gordon   Parks. 

  
Top   left:   Edward   S.   Curtis,    Nez   Perce   man ,   c.   1899.   Top   right:   James   Van   Der   Zee,   
(1886-1983)    Miss   Suzie   Porter ,   Harlem,   1915.   Middle   centre:   Gordon   Parks   (1912-2006),   
New   York   Policeman   no.   19687 ,   May,   1943.   Bottom   centre:    C.W   Griffin,    Cleo   C.   Fields   
(b.1962)   American   attorney   and   politician,   Louisiana,   1990.   
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Reflection   point   

Consider   photographs   by   James   Van   Der   Zee   and   C.W   Griffin,   and   others   from   
the   exhibition:    Songs   of   My   People,   A   Black   Self-Portrait:   

● Reflect   on   the   possible   positive   and   negative   interpretation   of   the   pictures   
and   the   different   strategies   and   styles   in   the   examples   above.   Think   about   
how   you   currently   read   the   meanings   in   historical,   and   contemporary   
photographs,   especially   those   published   through   the   news   media.   For   
further   discussion,   see   Chapter   Two   of   Terry   Barrett’s    Criticizing   
Photographs ,   Mayfield   1996.     

Exercise   1.1:    Humanism   
Follow   the   ‘reading   images’   exercise   as   outlined   by   Becker   (1974)   in   the   above   
essay   using   any   well   known   documentary   photograph   you   wish   or,   as   Becker   
advises,   one   that   is   presented   in   the   essay.     

● Use   key   words   to   describe   the   content   of   the   image.   What   exactly   is   in   the   
picture?   What   is   it   about?   Note   these   down   in   your   learning   log   /   blog.     

● Make   a   list   of   what   you   understand   the   ‘visual   grammar   and   syntax’   of   the   
picture.     

● Can   you   identify   and   compare   a   number   of   images   which   show   “pictures   
of   something   that   was   not   done   just   for   the   photographer’s   benefit”   
(Becker,   1974:14).   Can   you   give   an   example   of   a   picture   which   shows   
something   or   someone   that   was   done   for   the   photographer   ?   

Humanism   

The   early   documentary   photography,   which   sprang   from   this   tradition   of   ‘visual   
sociology’   is   sometimes   called   ‘humanist’    and   later   defined   by   Cornell   Capa   as   
‘concerned’   photography   and   was   prominent   between   the   1930s   and   1960s,   with   
names   like   Willy   Ronis,   Berenice   Abbott,   Marion   Post   Wolcott,   Henri   
Cartier-Bresson,   Robert   Doisneau,   Irena   Blühová   and   Brassai,   to   name   but   a   few.   
The   idea   of   the   compassionate   witness   who   would   record   a   ‘decisive   moment’   
social   situation   to   ‘report   back’   on   behalf   of   a   society   to   make   sense   of   and   
sympathise   with   the   subject   of   study.     
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‘Images   at   their   passionate   and   truthful   best   are   as   powerful   as   words   
can   ever   be.   If   they   alone   cannot   bring   change,   they   can   at   least   
provide   an   understanding   mirror   of   man’s   actions,   thereby   sharpening   
human   awareness   and   awakening   conscience'.     

(Capa,   1977:11)   

Berenice   Abbott   (1898-1991),   Lenox   Avenue   Harlem,   1938.      

Context   and   Meaning   

This   discrepancy,   in   the   depiction   of   ‘reality’   with   the   way   it   is   represented   is   
central   to   the   way   documentary   photographs   make   meaning.   This   process   is   
rooted   in   context.   Terry   Barrett   (1986)   outlines   how   the   context   of   an   image   
determines   its   signification   and   he   cites   three   interdependent   contexts   in   which   
a   photograph   can   work:   the   ‘internal,’   the   ‘original,’   and   the   ‘external'.      

1. The    ‘internal’   context   refers   to   the   relationship   of   visual   signs   in   the   actual   
image.   Its   descriptive   information.   This   is   a   question   of   the   selectivity   of   
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the   photographer   in   making   the   image.    What   remains   within   the   frame   
and   what   is   to   be   left   out   rendering   a   bias   in   the   representation   of   reality.   

2. The   ‘original’   context   is   where   a   photograph   necessitates   outside   
knowledge.   If   the   viewer   is   unfamiliar   with   the   role,   or   the    photographer’s   
place   in   a   tradition   the   meaning   of   the   work   is   lost.     

3. The   ‘external’   is   where   meaning   is   derived   from   ‘what   surrounds   the   
photograph’.   Not   only   modes   of   display   (such   as   a   magazine   or   art   gallery)   
but   also   how   it’s   received   by   audiences   and   where   it   stands   in   relation   to   
history.      

Some   of   these   perspectives   are   introduced   below.     

Research   point   1.2   

Read:    

● Terry   Barrett,   1986,    Teaching   about   Photography:   Photographs   and   Contexts   
Art   Education ,   Vol.   39,   No.   4,   pp.   33-36:    http://tinyurl.com/yxss8cx4 .   
[Link   last   accessed:   11/12/2020]   

Maurice   Rougemont,   Robert   Doisneau   in   a   café,   Bastille,   Paris,   1981.        
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Modernist   Perspectives   

Documentary   traditionally   sought   to   represent   ‘social-ills’   and   serious   subject   
matter   (race,   class,   poverty,   unemployment,   war   and   conflict   etc.,)   by   
‘documenting’   with   a   ‘reformist’   agenda.   In   other   words,   using   images   as   
evidence   in   order   to   draw   attention   to   social   and   economic   situations   which   the   
photographers   (or   publishers)   felt   at   the   time   needed   to   be   changed.   The   term   
‘documentary   impulse’   is   used   to   describe   this   function   (Franklin,   2016:   05).   
However,   as   you   will   see   throughout   this   course,   the   documentary   form   has   
developed   from   merely   recording   a   phenomena   towards   a   more   constructed   
representation   of   a   situation;   this   is   a   shift   away   from   the   traditional   and   more   
restrictive   ‘modernist’   notion   of   photography   as   a   medium   towards   a   practice   
informed   by   ‘postmodern’   critical   debates   on   power   and   representation   which   is   
just   as   concerned   with   the   external   circumstances   of   the   photograph.     

The   term   ‘Modernism’   relates   specifically   to   a   period   in   culture   from   
(approximately)   the   mid   19th   century   to   the   mid   20th   century:   a   time   of   rapid   
industrial   change   and   the   invention   of   new   technologies   (such   as   photography).   
The   emphasis   is   on   the   form   and   function   of   the   artwork   and   the   way   the   
modern   world   is   represented.   John   Szarkowski,   curator   of   photography   at   the   
influential   Museum   of   Modern   Art   (MOMA)   in   New   York   from   1962   to   1991,   
exemplifies   this   modernist   attitude.   Szarkowski   attempted   to   define   the   typical   
visual   elements   specific   to    the   medium   of   photography.   In   his   book    The   
Photographer’s   Eye    (1966)   he   outlined   five   defining   characteristics   which   we   might   
use   to   categorise   the   language   of   the   documentary   photograph   and   provided   
visual   examples   of   photographers   who   utilise   them:   

1. The   Thing   Itself:    the   ability   of   the   photograph   to   convincingly   record   what   
is   in   front   of   the   lens.   

2. The   Detail:    a   fragment   of   reality   framed   and   chosen   as   a   significant   
symbol.   

3. The   Frame:    the   selection   from   the   scene   in   front   of   the   camera   and   
elimination   of   unwanted   reality.   

4. Time:    the   effect   of   exposure   time   on   how   the   photograph   will   look.     

5. Vantage   Point:    the   point   of   view   or   angle   from   which   a   photograph   is  
made.   
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Research   point   1.3   

Look   at:   John   Szarkowski,    The   Photographer’s   Eye.    (Szarkowski,   1966).      
https://contentstore.cla.co.uk/secure/link?id=4c5a2f41-f23a-eb11-b9ed-2818785 
20af7   

● To   what   extent   is   it   true   that:   “the   lens   is   impartial   and   will   draw   the   thing   
as   it   is”?   

This   modernist   approach   to   defining   photography   in   general   -   and   documentary   
photography   in   particular   -    rests   on   the   formal   properties   found   to   be   unique   to   
the   medium   and   was   later   taken   up   by   photographer   Stephen   Shore   in   his    The   
Nature   of   Photographs    (Shore,   2007).   Szarkowski   and   Shore   emphasise   the   visual   
or   aesthetic   qualities   of   the   photograph   (and   its   ‘internal’   context)   but   pay   little   
attention   to   ‘what   surrounds   the   photograph’,   including   its   larger   external   
context   of   cultural   meaning   and   the   way   images   are   used   and   contested   through   
differing   audiences.     

Stephen   Shore   (b.1947),   Beverly   Boulevard   and   La   Brea   Avenue,   Los   Angeles,   California,   
June   21,   1975.   From   Uncommon   Places,   1973-79   .   

Postmodernist   Perspectives   

The   term   ‘Postmodernism’   relates   to   a   cultural   turn   in   the   late   1970s   and   early   
1980s   when   photography   and   its   humanist   form   with   its   presumed    ‘self-evident’   
relation   to   the   real   began   to   be   questioned.   Critics   such   as   Victor   Burgin,   
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Rosalind   Krauss,   Christopher   Phillips,   Abigail   Solomon-Godeau   and   John   Tagg   
were   informed   by   the   writings   of   Walter   Benjamin   in   the   1930s,   shifting   the   focus   
from   the   formal   aesthetic   to   the   cultural   context   of   photographs.   An   example   of   
this   shift   is   the   use   of   the   same   photograph   by   Russell   Lee   of   the   Farm   Security   
Administration   (see   ‘Surveying   the   Subject’   in   Part   Two)   to   illustrate   ‘The   Thing   
Itself’   in   Szarkowski’s   categorisation   of   the   specific   aspects   of   the   medium;   whilst   
John   Tagg’s   account   of   the   way   photographs   are   used   as   ‘currency’    -   to   persuade   
the   viewer   that   the   documentary   reformist   impulse   has   worked   to   change   the   
conditions   of   those   depicted.   

  

Russell   Lee,    Tenant   purchase   clients   at   home ,   Hidalgo   County,   Texas,   February   1939.   

‘Our   faith   in   the   truth   of   a   photograph   rests   on   our   belief   that   the   lens   
is   impartial,   and   will   draw   the   subject   as   it   is,   neither   nobler   nor   
meaner’     

(Szarkowski,   1966)   

‘Will   we   even   recover   the   meanings   of   the   images   depicted   in   them   by   
patiently   analysing   their   internal   features   alone?   Or   must   we   seek   to   
discover   the   processes   by   which   these   meanings   are   constituted   
within   definite   and   specific   social   practices   and   rituals’     

(Tagg,   1988,   163)   
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After   Postmodernism.   -   ‘Brutal   Realism’   

‘We   have   not   managed   to   give   a   name   to   this   post   ̒ postmodernʼ   
condition…in   essence   then,   ̒ postmodernismʼ   was   the   name   given   to   
this   phenomena   of   ̒ newʼ   representations   coming   into   existence   by   
more   or   less   explicit   reference   to   other   representations,   not   to   any   first   
order   reality…this   has   itself   faded   and   the   ̒ what   was   hereʼ,   the   
ʻpresenceʼ   gained   in   contemplation   of   the   photograph   is   returning   to   a   
primary   place…’   

(Bate,   n.d)   

Bate   here   ruminates   on   the   absence   of   the   word   ‘postmodernism’   in   
contemporary   debates   and   what   may   or   may   not   have   replaced   it.   As   an   
example,   he   cites   the   Tate   gallery   exhibition    Cruel   and   Tender ,   (2003)   with   a   
subtitle,   ’the   Real   in   the   Twentieth   Century’   as   an   indication   of   this   ‘after   
postmodern’   condition   and   the   apparent   return   of   the   power   of   descriptive   
photography   (indicative   of   modernism)   as   a   more   authentic   document.   What   he   
terms,   with   reference   to   Walker   Evans,   a   ‘ʻbrutalʼ   type   of   photography   which   
emphasises   documentation   and   choice   of   subject   matter:   “a   renewed   interest   in   
expressive   realism…the   everyday,   the   ̒vernacularʼ,   the   ordinary   things   in   life   that   
epitomise   existence;   shop   fronts,   shoes,   signs   and   so   on”.   (Bate,   nd).   

As   photojournalism   and   documentary   developed   from   recording   news   events   for   
publications   to   a   more   reflective   consideration   of   the   subject,   so   too   did   the   
avenues   for   dissemination   and   display   in   order   to   engage   an   audience.   In   this   
context,   the   gallery   space   as   well   as   the   digital   domain   of   online   exhibitions   and   
blogs   is   where   much   contemporary   documentary    photography   now   exists.   In   
turn,   the   critical   debates   on   the   ‘correct’   photographic   tradition   has   opened   out.  

Postmodernism,   whose   initial   aim   was   to   challenge   the   orthodoxy   of   modernism,   
arguably   became   a   new   orthodoxy   where   many   critical   theorists   discredited   the   
authenticity   once   attributed   to   photography.   In   her   counter-argument   to   this   
tendency   towards   contempt   of   the   ‘truth-   value’   of   documentary   photographs,   
the   critic   and   associate   professor   of   journalism   at   New   York   University,   Susie   
Linfield   in   her   book   The   Cruel   Radiance,    Photography   And   Political   Violence    (2010),   
argues   for   a   reconnection   with   the   ethically   and   politically   necessary   modernist   
tradition   of   understanding   human   conflict   through   photographs.   She   cites   other   
writers   and   critics   such   as   Rebecca   Solnit,   David   Levi   Strauss,   and   Geoff   Dyer   as   
an   example   of   this   tendency.    Somewhere   between   the   two   positions   -   modernist   
aesthetic   form   and   post-modernist   emphasis   on   cultural   context   -   could   be   the   
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most   productive   way   forward.   An   emphasis   on   the   content   of   a   social   
phenomenon   and   then   to   choose   an   available   approach   or   strategy   to   
adequately   depict   your   subject.   You   will   consider   this   way   forward   in   Part   Four   
and   Five   of   the   course.   

Exercise   1.2:    Truth   and   Representation   
Make   a   list   of   the   defining   characteristics   of   modernist   and   post-modernist   
debates   and   how   this   might   impact   on   the   idea   of   ‘truth’   in   documentary.     

Have   a   look   at   the   Tate   exhibition:    Cruel   and   Tender    (Tate,   2003).   

● Watch   ‘Martin   Parr   on   documentary   photography’   at   The   Tate   website   
( TATESHOTS     30   APRIL   2007)    video   where    Martin   Parr     talks   of   the   
contradictions   inherent   in   the   medium   of   photography   and   his   own   
relationship   to   documentary   notions   of   voyeurism   and   consumerism   (Parr,   
2003).   
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/martin-parr-2750/martin-parr-on-docu 
mentary-photography .   

● Read   an   excerpt   from   Susie   Linfield’s   The   Cruel   Radiance,   Photography   
And   Political   Violence   at    American   Suburb   X .   
https://americansuburbx.com/2012/02/susie-linfield-excerpt-from-cruel.ht 
ml     (Linfield,   2010,   ASX,   2019).   

[Links   last   accessed:   05/05/20]   

Reflect   in   your   learning   log   on   the   approaches   of   the   photographers   mentioned.   

In   modernist   traditions   of   documentary,   such   as   Szarkowski   and   Shore,   time   is   
considered   as   the   technical   exposure   duration   rather   than   the   way   the   
photograph   is   affected   by   the   passing   of   a   moment   or   in   the   context   of   historical   
time.   In   contemporary   documentary   there   is   a   move   away   from   Cartier-Bresson’s   
‘Decisive   Moment’   (1952)   of   a   passing   event   to   an   after-event   strategy,   such   as   
recording   actions   which   are   deliberately   performed   for   the   camera.   This   notion  
of   staging   an   action   rather   than   merely   observing   it   so   the   subject   can   display   
their   own   ‘truth’,   that   the   camera   can   then   describe   is   when   so-called   ‘reality’   
becomes   representation.   The   flip   side   of   this   documentary   tradition   then,   can   be   
seen   in   photographic   artists   such   as   Philip   Lorca   diCorcia   whose   semi-staged   
performance   work   is   as   much   about   documentary   as   a   concept   and   the   way   
photography   depicts   the   real   world   as   it   is   about   the   subjects   of   the   photographs   
themselves.      
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Berenice   Abbott   (1898-1991),    Union   Square ,   New   York,   USA,   1936.   

  
Philip-Lorca   DiCorcia   (b.1951),    New   York ,   1997.   

‘People   represent   things   to   me   they’re   not   personal.   Each   person   is   a   
kind   of   archetype,   which   I   manipulate   to   appear   to   be   the   archetype   
that   I   am   thinking   about,   although   most   of   the   time   they’re   not   like   
that,   they   just   appear   like   that’     

(Lorca   diCorcia,   2014)     

We   shall   return   to   this   idea   of   the   conflict   between   the   ‘moment’   and   the   more   
‘reflective’    depiction   of   history   in   the   next   project   when   we   discuss   time   and   the   
‘discontinuities   of   context’   in   relation   to   the   concept   of   realism.   
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Reading   point   1.1:    Where   are   we   now?   

Read   the   following   articles   on   a   range   of   practices.   Define   what   is   termed   the   
‘humanist’   or   ‘concerned’   documentary   tradition   with   what   is   now   considered   as   
‘contemporary’   or   ‘conceptual’   documentary:   

The   Family   of   Man    and   various   humanist   photographers   can   be   seen   in:   The   
Oxford   Companion   to   the   Photograph   (Lenman   &   Nicholson,   2005)    ( available   
online   at   UCA   library )   

Contemporary   Documentary   Photographers   Talking   About   Documentary   
Photography    which   accompanies   the   exhibition    Stepping   In   and   Out ,   from   the   
Victoria   and   Albert   Museum   (V   &   A,   2003).   

Search   each   photographers’   images   which   are   summarised   in   this   exhibition.   
Consider:   choice   of   subject,   techniques   used   and   the   context   in   which   the   images   
are   placed.   Listen   to   the   audio   files   (or   view   the   transcripts).   

In   your   learning   log,   write   an   800   word   reflective   commentary   setting   out   your   
reactions   to   the   range   of   image   makers   represented   by   the   exhibition.   Where   
possible   relate   the   photographers   to   the   earlier   traditional   documentary   
practitioners.   Consider   some   of   the   following   questions:     

● How   do   Broomberg   and   Chanarin   and   Tina   Barney   define   ‘anthropology’?   

● How   does   Clare   Richardson   develop   a   sense   of   trust   with   her   subjects?   

● To   what   extent   are   Albrecht   Tübke’s   photographs   of   Dalliendorf   
self-portraits?     

● How   does   Tübke’s   approach   to   his   subjects   differ   from   that   of   Deirdre   
O’Callaghan?   

● What   is   ‘realism’   in   photography?   To   what   extent   are   Roger   Ballen   and   
Allan   Sekula   in   opposition   to   this?   What   techniques   do   they   use?     

● How   does   Donovan   Wylie   show   what   can’t   be   photographed?     
Is   this   still   documentary   photography?   
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Marion   Post   Wolcott   (1910-90),    An   African   American   family   of   farmers ,   North   Carolina,   
September   1939.       

Research   point   1.4   

Compare   the   pictures   from   Marion   Post   Wolcott   (above)   and   those   of   Jeff   Wall     

Consider   some   of   the   following   questions:     

● Who   is   the   subject   of   the   photograph?   How   do   the   subjects   in   each   
photographer's   work   differ?     

● How   is   each   image   framed?   What   kind   of   camera   do   you   think   was   used?     

● What   is   the   focal   point   of   each   image?   Is   there   depth   of   focus?   Why?   Why   
not?   

● Why   Black   &   White?   Why   Colour?  

● Is   there   a   narrative   or   story   conveyed   by   the   image(s)?     

● Are   the   images   realistic   or   ‘true   to   life’   of   ‘the   thing   itself?   Are   they   what   
you   would   term    documentary ?   
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Exercise   1.3:    People   at   Work   
Take   a   similar   environmental   photograph   of   a   ‘person   or   persons   at   work’   
engaged   in   some   form   of   production.   This   might   be   someone   you   know   or   you   
could   approach   a   shop   or   artisan   working   in   a   studio   or   similar.   Take   10   -   20   
images.   Make   a   contact   print/PDF   and   choose   what   you   think   is   the   most   
effective   images   which   sums   up   their   environment.     

Consider   how   you   are   going   to   approach   the   subject   and   what   strategy   you   may   
adopt   (in   whatever   way   you   currently   understand   these   terms).    In   your   learning  
log,   write   a   200   word   reflective   commentary   considering   the   above   questions.   
Include   your   contact   print   and   the   selection,   indicating   in   some   way   why   you   
have   chosen   the   one   particular   image.     

● Caption   the   image.     

● Reflect   on   your   selection/editing   process.     
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Project   2:    Reality   and   Realism     

  
Garry   Clarkson,   Templar   Mills,   Marshall   Street   Leeds,   2013.   

‘…   less    than    ever    does    the    mere    reflection    of    reality    reveal   
anything    about    reality.    A   photograph   of   the   Krupp   [armament]   works   
or   the   AEG   [general   electricity   company]   tells   us   next   to   nothing   about   
these   institutions.   Actual   reality   has   slipped   into   the   functional…So   
something   must   in   fact   be   built   up,   something   artificial,   posed’   

(Brecht,   1931:24)   
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In   this   much   cited   statement   on   the    ‘documentary   paradox’   ,   the   philosopher   
Walter   Benjamin   alerted   the   reader   to   his   program   of   how   photography   is   to   be   
used   politically:   to   make   viewers   conscious   of   what   was   going   on   in   the   country   
at   the   time,   such   as   the   poor   conditions   of   workers   in   factories.   Documentary   
emerged   in   the   1930s   as   a   form   of   persuasion   -   to   see   something   recognised   as   
‘reality’   and   thus   promote   change   in   that   reality:   mostly   around   work,   poverty   
and   other   marginal   social   conditions.   This   understanding   of   reality   was   based   
upon   documentary’s   initially   assumed   value:   simply   pictures   of   ‘things   as   they   
are’,   considered   to   be   a   fragment   of   reality   whose   meaning   was   taken   for   
granted,   intrinsically   transparent   and   unequivocal.   This   is   what   came   to   be   
known   as   the   ‘realist   paradigm’.      

Photography   is   contradictory   in   this   respect:   on   the   one   hand,   an   objective   
record   of   the   world;   on   the   other,   the   subjective   expression   of   an   artist.    The   
term   ‘window   on   the   world’   ,   the   view   onto   another   world   outside    the   self,   where   
the   simple   act   of   recording   social   conditions   would   somehow   alert   people   to   
wrongs   that   needed   righting,   came   to   be   the   accepted   definition   of   
documentary.    These   terms    are   from   curator   John   Szarkowski’s   Mirrors   and  
Windows,   1978   exhibition   of   American   photography   since   1960,   at   The   Museum   
of   Modern   Art,   New   York.   The   documentary   categorisation   of   photographers   
whose   work   sought   to   see   outside   themselves   rather   than   reflecting   on   the   
subjectivity   of   the   artist:  

Mirrors Windows     

Expression Document      

Reflections Views     

Subjective Objective   

Psychological Optical   

Manipulated Strait   

Synthetic Real   

Personal   Public   
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Reading   point   1.2   

● Search   online   and   read   up   on   John   Szarkowski’s    Mirrors   and   Windows    and   
make   your   own   list   of   artists   who   subscribe   to   either   category.     

● Read   the   first   three   sections   (pp.1–8)   of   Kendall   L   Walton,    Transparent   
Pictures:   On   the   Nature   of   Photographic   Realism   in   Critical   Inquiry    11   
(December   1984).   This   is   available   via   JSTOR   and   available   to   read   free   
online:    https://www.jstor.org/stable/1343394?seq=1    you   can   log   in   using   
your   UCA/OCA   details.     

  
Write   a   200-word   synopsis   on   this   idea   of   photographic   transparency   and   
‘window   on   the   world’   with   reference   to   at   least   two   practitioners.   Record   a   
reflective   summary   in   your   learning   log.   

The   photographic   example   above   is   from   a   disused   factory   and   administration   
building   in   an   industrial   area   on   the   outskirts   of   Leeds,   a   part   of   the   United   
Kingdom   that   was   once   the   world   centre   of   textile   manufacturing.   Marshall   
Street   and   the   adjoining   Temple   Mills   were   caught   up   in   the   General   Strike   and   
riots   of   August   1842.   The   strike,   influenced   by   the   ‘Chartist'   movement   -   a   mass   
working   class   struggle   for   democracy   after   the   passing   of   the   Reform   Act   1832   -   
was   a   protest   at   the   right   to   vote   still   denied   to   working   people,   unless   they   
owned   property.   As   a   documentary   photograph   of   a   contemporary   street   scene   
the   picture   can   show   dereliction   and   hint   at   the   memory   of   a   past   industrial   
heritage   but   can   it   speak   about   this   history   of   capital-labour   conflicts   past   or   
present?   Although   Benjamin   sees   a   photograph   as   a   ‘reflection   of   reality’   (a   
phrase   quoted   from   the   playwright   Bertolt   Brecht),   a   single   photograph   alone   is   
unable   to   show   exactly   what   is   going   on   ‘behind   the   facade’   in   the   factories   or,   
indeed,   explain   the   reasons   for   that   particular   condition.   

The   solution   according   to   Benjamin   is   to   borrow   Brecht's   ideas   of   the   process   of   
‘showing   what   you’re   showing’    by   utilising   or   adding   some   other   strategy   to   
(depending   on   which   translation   you   read):   ‘build   up’,   ‘pose’,   ’construct’   or   ’set   up’   
the   way   images   perform   a   reality   for   the   viewer,   to   thus   question   this   
‘essentialist’   way   of   perceiving   social   reality.   Ways   of   achieving   this   might   include:   
the   addition   of   text   or   captions;   the   addition   of   more   photographs   to   create   a   
sequential   narrative;   or   using   ‘artificial’   strategies   -   such   as   the   performance   
aspects   we   looked   at   briefly   in   the   last   project   with   respect   to   Philip   Lorca  
diCorcia   and   Lise   Sarfati’s   ‘native   actors’.     
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‘A   photograph   passes   for   incontrovertible   proof   that   a   given   thing   
happened.   The   picture   may   distort;   but   there   is   always   a   presumption   
that   something   exists,   or   did   exist,   which   is   like   what’s   in   the   picture’   

(Sontag,   1977:   5)   

In   an   essay,   quoted   in   the   above   Walton   reference,    first   published   in   1945   called   
‘The   Ontology   of   the   Photographic   Image’,   (Bazin,   1960)   the   cinema   critic   André   
Bazin   argues   that   this   notion   -   that   the   photograph   acts   as   proof   that   something   
existed   at   some   point   in   time   -   is   the   unique   definition   of   its   nature   or   ‘ontology’   
(core   being).   Bazin,   perhaps   anticipating   Szarkowski’s   ‘thing   itself’   equates   the   
photographic   image   with   what   he   calls   ‘the   object   itself’,   because   of   the   objective   
authority   of   the   image:     

‘For   the   first   time,   between   the   originating   object   and   its   reproduction   
there   intervenes   only   the   instrumentality   of   a   non-living   agent.   For   the   
first   time   an   image   of   the   world   is   formed   automatically,   without   the   
creative   intervention   of   man…in   spite   of   any   objections   our   critical   
spirit   may   offer,   we   are   forced   to   accept   as   real   the   existence   of   the   
object   reproduced,   actually,   re-presented’     

(Bazin,   1945:   7)  

This   idea   of   the   documentary   photograph   showing   unadulterated   reality,   that   
Bazin,   Sontag   and   Szarkowski   refer   to   is   sometimes   described   as   the   ‘indexicality’   
of   the   photograph.   The   term,   first   used   by   Charles   Sanders   Peirce   (1932),   who   
along   with   Ferdinand   de   Saussure   (1916),   established   semiotics:   the   study   of   sign   
systems   and   how   language   works   to   communicate   concepts.   In   his   1894   essay   
‘What   is   a   Sign?’   (Merrell,   1997)   Peirce   identified   three   types   of   sign:   indexical,   
iconic   and   symbolic   and   used   photographs   as   an   example   of   indexical   signs,   
because   images   have   a   direct   connection   and   usually   look   like   what   was   
physically   in   front   of   the   lens.   You   will   consider   semiotics   and   narrative   in   more   
detail   in   part   two   and   four.     
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The   ‘Indexical’   -   Documentary   Objectivity.   

This   ability   of   the   photograph   to   reproduce   exactly   what   was   in   front   of   the   
camera   at   the   time   of   taking   the   photograph,   lies   at   the   core   of   the   notions   of   
objectivity.   Documentary,   from   its   earliest   days   as   a   photographic   practice,   
carried   this   myth   along   with   it.   However,   when   a   photographer   records   this   
‘objective   fact’   there   is   a   level   of   intervention   -   bringing   to   the   viewer   the   
‘baggage’   of   culture,   identity   and   geographical   point   of   view   of   the   maker.   Bazin   
wrote   this   in   1945   at   the   zenith   of   a   period   widely   known   as   ‘the   golden   age   of   
documentary’.   During   this   time   Bill   Bran dt   (1904-83),    a   regular   contributor   to   
magazines   such   as    Lilliput,   Picture   Post ,   and    Harper's   Bazaar ,   produced    The   English   
at   Home    (1936)   and    A   Night   in   London    (1938)   and   Edward   Steichen   curated   the   
exhibition   The   Family   of   Man   (1955)   at   the   Museum   of   Modern   Art   in   New   York.   
Bazin’s   belief   in   the   objective,   evidential   nature   of   photography   echoed   the   view   
of   many   influential   documentary   practitioners   of   the   time.   

‘From   its   beginnings   the   photograph   has   been   understood   through   its   
ability   to   record   an   objective   image   of   events   with   an   assumed   veracity   
that   painting   or   drawing   could   never   claim   with   equal   authority.   The   
cliché   that   the   camera   cannot   lie   is,   thus,   part   of   a   deep   misplaced   
notion   of   the   camera’s   veracity   as   an   agent   of   recording”…But   in   many   
contexts   the   notion   of   a   literal   and   objective   record   of   ‘history’   is   a  
limited   illusion’.     

(Clarke,   1997:   146)   

Left   to   Right:   Laelia   Goehr,   portrait   o f     Bill   Brandt,   1945;   Bill   Brandt,   women   sunbathing,   
1948;    First   cover   of    Picture   Post ,   October   1938.   
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Top:   William   Edward   Kilburn,    View   of   the   Great   Chartist   Meeting   on   Kennington   Common ,   
1848.   Bottom:   Garry   Clarkson,    Remembrance   Sunday,   Bradford   UK.    12   Nov   2018.   
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Whilst   Brecht   and   Benjamin   both   made   use   of   and   wrote   about   photography   and   
its   propensity   to   depict   a   discernible   reality,   they   were   also   skeptical   of   its   ability   
to   adequately   portray   the   underlying   causes   of   social   problems   and   conflicts.   
Documentary   photography   as   a   distinct   genre   whose   intention   was   authenticity   
was   therefore   already   open   to   ambiguity.   As   Graham   Clarke   (1997)   notes,   this   
term,   is   fraught   with   contradiction.   He   cites   William   Edward   Kilburn’s   recording   of   
the    Chartist   Meeting   on   Kennington   Common    (1848)   as   an   example   of   one   of   the   
earliest   ‘evidential   documents’   as   a   ‘window   on   the   world’    to   a   past   history,   proof   
of   a   “significant   moment   for   all   time”   (Clarke,   1997:146)   which   is   otherwise   
unavailable   to   us   in   the   present.     

However,   the   photographer   is   not   merely   a   neutral   and   passive   recorder   but   a   
product   of   the   social   conditions   against   which   the   images   are   taken.   Consider   
that   taking   a   photograph   is   a   process   of   selection   and   rejection,   a   process   very   
much   influenced   by   the   photographer’s   own   cultural   upbringing,   socio-economic   
context   and   intentions   as   well   as   the   commissioning   editors   own   preconceptions   
and   preferences.   This   analysis   of   the   cultural   context   impinging   on   notions   of   
realism   was   first   explored   in   the   influential    Thinking   Photography    (1982)   edited   by   
Victor   Burgin.    Contributors   include   Umberto   Eco,    John   Tagg,   Simon   Watney   and   
Allan   Sekula,   who   all   contested   this   ‘realist   paradigm’.   

‘If   we   accept   the   fundamental   premise   that   information   is   the   outcome   
of   a   culturally   determined   relationship,   then   we   can   no   longer   ascribe   
an   intrinsic   or   universal   meaning   to   the   photographic   image'.   

(Sekula,   1982:   454)   

Please   read   the   following:     

● André   Bazin,   ‘The   Ontology   of   the   Photographic   Image’   in    What   is   Cinema?   
1945.    http://www.jstor.org/stable/1210183?origin=JSTOR-pdf .   

● Allan   Sekula,   ‘On   the   Invention   of   Photographic   Meaning’,   1982.   P84-105   in   
Burgin,   V   (1982)    Thinking   Photography .   Macmillan   Publishers.   
https://contentstore.cla.co.uk/secure/link?id=cb938094-5135-eb11-80cd-0 
05056af40 99 .   

[Links   last   accessed   02/12/20]   

Write   a   250-word   reflective   commentary   on   the   above   quotes   by   André   Bazin   
and   Allan   Sekula.   Briefly   compare   their   respective   positions   on   the   issue   of   
photographic   objectivity.     
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The   idea   of   indexicality   and   how   it   relates   to   photography   has   been   the   subject   
of   much   debate   as   well   as   the   notion   of   the   documentary   photographer   being   an   
‘author’   of   their   images.   Art   photography   began   to   take   on   some   of   the   
characteristics   of   documentary   and   its   relation   to   the   real   in   an   attempt   to   
critique   and   subvert   it.   Postmodernism   in   art   photography   was   primarily   defined   
through   the   writings   of   critics   such   as   Rosalind   Krauss,   Abigail   Solomon-Godeau   
and   Douglas   Crimp   who   applied   these   critiques   to   the   visual   arts   in   the   1970s  
round   about   the   same   time   as   Szarkowski’s    Mirrors   and   Windows.     

Cameras   ‘see’   the   world   differently   to   the   way   we   see   the   world   with   our   eyes.   
Documentary   ‘windows’   promote   an   almost   perfect   illusion   of   reality.   
Documentary   is   primarily   cornered   with   the   subject   depicted   rather   than   the   
actual   form   of   the   photograph   or   marks   of   the   maker   itself.   However,   all   
photographs   are,   to   some   extent,   abstractions.   Cameras   are   monocular.   The   
picture   is   a   flat   rendition   of   three   dimensional   reality,   sometimes   showing   
unusual   juxtapositions   and   relationships   between   objects   that   the   photographer   
may   not   have   seen   at   the   time   of   taking.   All   images   are   shaped   by   ‘technical   
codes’   the   photographer   makes   choices   of   what   to   include   or   exclude   and   the   
process   of   selection,   editing   and   manipulation   changes   this   relationship.   
Photographs   are   therefore   made   or   constructed.   

Contrast   Szarkowski’s    Mirrors   and   Windows    strategies,   with   the   detail   or   fragment   
of   reality   from    The   Photographer’s   Eye ,   ‘rendered’   though   firstly   ‘the   frame'   and   
then   through   notions   of   ‘time,   comparing   how   different   photographers   use   the   
formal   properties   of   the   photograph   to   challenge   this   potential   conflict   between   
the   recording   of   recognisable   reality   and   the   expressive   abstraction   which   the   
camera   apparatus   produces:     

Abstract Recognisable   

Distorted Representation     

Simplified Identifiable   

Reduced Context   

Flattened Space   and   Time.   

Subjective Objective   
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Exercise   1.4:    Event   and   Aftermath   
Compare   the   following   two   images   by   photojournalist   Don   McCullin,   
Londonderry,    1971   and    contemporary   Documentary   Photographer   Paul   Graham,   
Roundabout ,   Andersonstown,   Belfast   1984.   

Both   pictures   are   about   the   same   subject   -   the   conflict   in   Northern   Ireland   
(sometimes   referred   to   as   ‘The   Troubles’)   approximately   from   the   late   1960s   to   
the   implementation   of   the   ‘Good   Friday   Agreement’   in   1988.   One   is   perhaps   a   
more   recognisable   photojournalistic   image   of   a   news   event   (although   it   uses   
black   &   white   abstraction)   and   the   other   is   a   more   mundane   view   of   an   
‘after-the-fact’   location.   

● What   exactly   is   in   the   picture?   What   is   it   about?   Do   you   recognise   the   
subject?     

Reflection   Point   

● Watch   Don   McCullin   talk   about   his   work   in   the   exhibition    Conflict,   Time,   
Photography    exhibition   at    Tate   Modern    (Tate,   2015).   [Link   last   accessed:   
05/05/2020]   

● Read   Paul   Graham’s   reflection   on   his   work   in   a   letter   to   his   London   
gallerist   Anthony   Reynolds:   
https://rl.talis.com/3/uca/items/7601B51B-17B9-F19B-1468-3808ACFD6DC 
F.html?lang=en-US&login=1 .   

  

Compare   and   contrast   their   differing   perspectives.   How   do   they   differ?   Do   they   
have   some   similarities   in   approach   or   attitude   to   their   subjects?   

● As   a   beginning   analysis   of   the   image   which   will   aid   your   subsequent   critical   
essay   (in   Part   Three),   use   the   ‘Understanding   Photographs’   grid   with   key   
word   notes   to   describe   the   visual,   technical   and   contextual   which   leads   to   
the   conceptual   meaning   of   each   picture.   Include   this   in   your   learning   log   /   
blog.     
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Research   point   1.5   

If   you   are   unfamiliar   with   the   particular   historical   context   of   these   pictures,   
research   the   history   of   ‘The   Troubles’   as   well   as   the   way   it   has   been   depicted   by   
artists   and   photographers.   Use   as   starting   points:   

● Brendan   McAllister,    A   Brief   History   of   ‘The   Troubles ’,   at    Peacebuilder   Online   
(McAllister,   2009).   

● The   Northern   Ireland   Troubles   Archive:    Arts   Council   Of   Northern   Ireland   
(2014)   web-based   resource   about   the   ways   in   which   the   Arts   reflected   the   
Troubles   in   Northern   Ireland.   [Links   last   accessed:   06/05/2020]   

The   (in)   Decisive   Memento   

As   we   saw   in   project   one,   ‘time’   for   Szarkowski   and   Shore   was   largely   concerned   
with   technical   exposure   time.   Consider   that   time   is   also   how   the   viewer   regards   
the   resulting   image   to   make   meaning.   One   of   the   most   significant   books   ever   
published   by   a   photographer   is   'The   Decisive   Moment'   by   Henri   Cartier-Bresson   
(1952),   which   formed   the   basis   of   this   idea   of   the   documentary   moment   
recorded   when   form   and   content   coalesce.   Nick   Waplington's   book    The   Indecisive   
Memento    (1999)   is   an   obvious   reference   to   Cartier-Bresson   and    a   challenge   to   
the   presumed   formal   conventions   of   photography   (rigorous   composition,   
significant   moments,   technical   expertise   etc).   In   an   age   of   digital   social   media,   
how   might   we   rethink   our   relationship   to   photographic   moments   and   the   
documentary   tradition?   

Here   we   can   compare   and   contrast   three   documentary   practitioners   who   utilise   
differing   understandings   of   photography’s   relationship   to   documentary   
recording   and   ‘time’.   Firstly,   Henri   Cartier-Bresson’s   well   known   ‘decisive   
moment’,   the   moment   of   a   usually   photojournalistic   public   event;    Simon   
Norfolk’s   war   images   which   reflect   on   the   ‘aftermath’   long   after   the   event   has   
passed;   and   the   use   of   archive   images,   or   those   not   originated   by   the   
photographer,   to   offer   a   counterpoint   in   time   to   the   ‘authorship’   of   the   
photographer   looking   at   the   subject.     

The   expression   ‘the   decisive   moment’   has   become   part   of   the   language   of   
documentary   photography.   It   was   coined   by   Magnum   co-founder   and   
photographer   Henri   Cartier-Bresson.   The   expression   alludes   to   the   seemingly   
natural   chaos   that   characterises   the   visual   world   in   front   of   us.   This   natural   
chaos,   according   to   Cartier-Bresson,   is   only   interrupted   by   fleeting   moments   of   
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order   in   which   visual   elements   arrange   themselves   in   unexpected   ways.   Each  
and   every   one   of   these   ephemeral   arrangements   constitutes   a   ‘decisive   
moment’.   If   the   photographer   is   quick   and   observant   enough   to   photograph   it,   
he   or   she   can   capture   a   ‘significant’   moment   when   order   rises   above   chaos.     

‘To   me,   photography   is   the   simultaneous   recognition,   in   a   fraction   of   a   
second,   of   the   significance   of   an   event   as   well   as   of   a   precise   
organization   of   forms   which   give   that   event   its   proper   expression’.   

(Cartier-Bresson,   1952).   

Search   online   for   the   following   two   images   relating   to   the   (in)   Decisive   
Memento:   
Henri   Cartier-Bresson,    Gare   st   Lazare    Paris   1932   

Julian   Germain,    Untitled ,   from   Steel   Works   1986   -   1990   

The   term   ‘Conceptual’   and   ‘Aesthetic   Documentary’   has   lately   been   adopted   to   
acknowledge   this   paradox   and   imply   a   critique   of   the   previous   notions   of   the   
mere   mechanical   recording   of   an   event,   inspired   by   the   re-evaluation   of   the   
binary   oppositions   inherent   in   sign   systems   contested   by   postmodernist   
theorists   such   as   Jacques   Derrida.   

  
Simon   Norfolk,    Former   Teahouse   in   a   park   next   to   the   Afghan   Exhibition   of   Economic   and   
Social   Achievements   in   the   Shah   Shahid   district   of   Kabul ,   From    Afghanistan:   Chronotopia,   

2002.   Courtesy   of   the   artist.     
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Exercise   1.5:    Beyond   the   ‘Decisive   Moment'   
Choose   a   subject   which   has   a   specific   time   -   such   as   an   event.   This   may   be   a   
pre-arranged   political   demonstration,   a   meeting   or   a   more   abstract   anniversary   
or   ‘time   of   day’.     

● Produce   a   series   of   three   photographs   which   explore   differing   
approaches,   relating   time   to   our   notions   of   ‘reality’   via:   

● A   decisive   moment   snapshot   

● After   the   event   or   aftermath   recording   

● An   archive   image   -   either   one   you   own   or   collected   or   from   internet   
research.     

Suggestions   include:   photographing   a   speech   and   then   returning   the   day   after   
and   photographing   the   location.   Provide   an   archive   news   photograph   from   a   
newspaper   which   alludes   to   the   location/event.   (similar   to   the   examples   above).     

Reflect   on   the   use   of   time   and   to   what   extent   this   combination   of   photographs   
tells   the   viewer   anything   about   the   subject:   its   history   or   identity.   Make   an   image   
analysis   of   your   images   using   the    understanding   photographs    grid.   

How   have   you   photographed   each   image?   What   equipment,   lens   choice,   focus,   
distance   etc.,   have   you   used?     

As   David   Bate   notes:     

‘Reality   is   what   we   believe   exists,   whereas   “realism”   is   the   mode   of   
representation   that   supports   that   reality.   For   example,   during   an   
ongoing   war,   we   may   not   see   many   actual   dead   soldiers   in   reality   
(unless   we   are   directly   involved),   but   it   would   not   be   completely   
strange   to   us   if   a   picture   from   the   war   showed   them   to   us   as   an   
outcome   of   the   war…the   world   is   like   this   because   this   is   how   it   looks.   
But   it   can   look   different,   depending   on   how   it   is   photographed’     

(Bate,   2016:   30)   
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Time,   Context.   Discontinuities     

Almost   all   photographs   spanning   the   turn   of   the   20th   century   could   now   be   
regarded   as   ‘documents’,   i.e.   as   documentary   photographs.   Arguably,   all   
photographs   are   a   kind   of   document:   a   record   in   time.   Time   is   what   spans   
between   two   moments   in   history.   What   history   though?   Perhaps   we   should   talk   
instead   about   ‘histories’   –   the   chronology   of   events   surrounding   the   photograph,   
its   producer   and   its   audience.   The   history   of   that   which   was   photographed.   The   
personal   histories   of   the   photographer,   the   viewer   and   the   wider   historical   
circumstances   they   are   immersed   in.   The   history   of   the   distribution   and   
publication   of   the   photograph.   All   these   histories   make   up   what   we   call    contexts .   

The   context   within   which   a   photograph   is   produced,   distributed   and   consumed   
determines   the   information   that   it   conveys.   This   is   particularly   true   of   
documentary   photographs.   Earlier   it   was   argued   that   the   documentary   
photograph   is   essentially   mute   and   lacks   the   ability   to   explain   or,   to   an   extent,   
provide   certainty   about   that   which   was   photographed.   A   documentary   
photograph   cannot   fully   convey   the   experience   of   the   event   depicted.   John   
Berger   called   this    discontinuity    and   argued   that   discontinuity   makes   the   
photograph   inherently   ambiguous.     

‘All   photographs   are   ambiguous.   All   photographs   have   been   taken   out   
of   a   continuity.   If   the   event   is   a   public   event,   this   continuity   is   history;   if   
it   is   personal,   the   continuity,   which   has   been   broken,   is   a   life   story.   Even   
a   pure   landscape   breaks   a   continuity:   that   of   the   light   and   the   weather.   
Discontinuity   always   produces   ambiguity'.   

(Berger   &   Mohr,   1995:   91)   

This   discontinuity   makes   itself   apparent   in   the   contexts   of   distribution   and  
consumption   of   the   documentary   photograph.   It   is   then   that   photographs   tend   
to   be   used   with   words   in   an   attempt   to   fill   in   the   gaps   of   lived   experience   left   by   
the   broken   continuity.   Once   photographs   are   used   with   words,   “they   produce   
together   an   effect   of   certainty,   even   dogmatic   assertion”   (Berger   &   Mohr,   1995,   
p.91).   
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Reflection   Point   

1. Consider   Cartier   Bresson’s   quote:   “Reality   offers   us   such   wealth   that   we   
must   cut   some   of   it   out   on   the   spot,   simplify.   The   question   is,   do   we   
always   cut   out   what   we   should?”    (Cartier-Bresson,   1997:   76)   

2. Consider   Simon   Norfolk’s   criticism   of   photojournalists   who    “swoop”   into   
conflicts   and   reflect   on   how   he   approaches   his   subject   and   its   relationship   
to   ‘reality’.   Simon   Norfolk   on   war,   imperialism   and   photographing   in   
Afghanistan   at   Memo:    Middle   East   Monitor    (Norfolk,   2015   ).   
[Link   last   accessed:   06/05/2020]   

3. Look   at   Julian   Germain’s   project    Steel   Works    (1990)   and   reflect   on   the   use   
of   his   own   documentary   snapshots   of   Consett   that   work   alongside   archive   
family   photographs   and   work   for   the   Consett   Guardian   by   press   
photographer   Tommy   Harris.   Expand   on   the   statement:   “what   has   been   
sacrificed   in   moving   from   a   black-and-white   world   to   a   full   colour   one?”   
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Project   3:    Evidence   &   Archive   
Look   at   the   work   by   Taryn   Simon,    Frederick   Daye,   Alibi   location,   American   Legion   
Post   310 ,   From   The   Innocents,   2002.   

‘Photography   threatens   fantasy.   It   confronts   constructed   realities,   
myths   and   beliefs   and   provides   what   appears   to   represent   evidence   of   
a   truth.   But   there   are   multiple   truths   attached   to   every   image;   
depending   on   the   creator's   intention,   the   viewer   and   the   context   in   
which   it   is   presented'.   

(Simon,   2009)   

The   previous   project   showed   that   a   perceived   ‘indexical’   connection   between   
photographs   and   what   they   depict   provided   photography   with   a   ‘veracity’,   or   
accuracy,   which   has   often   been   used   to   provide   proof   or   evidence.   These   
‘positivist’   ideas   arrive   at   the   viewer   from   the   19th   century   scientific   paradigm.   
Science   was   the   dominant   focus   and   the   belief   that   evidence   could   be   
established   visually   was   simply   taken   at   face   value.   Photography   rapidly   became   
accepted   as   an   authoritative   document   of   people,   places   or   events.   Francis   Frith’s   
photographs   of   pyramids   in   Egypt   made   in   the   1850s   were   regarded   in   the  
Western   world   as   visual   proof   that   such   structures   actually   existed.   1855   saw   
Roger   Fenton   ‘documenting’   the   battlefields   of   the   Crimean   War.   In   1860   Felice   
Beato   brought   back   to   Europe   the   drama   of   the   Opium   Wars.   In   the   1870s   
Timothy   O’Sullivan   and   William   Henry   Jackson   contributed   to   a   visual   taxonomy   
of   the   American   West   in   the   US   Geological   Surveys   (USGS).   The   USGS   expeditions   
recorded   landscape   and   geological   evidence   of   a   wilderness   ready   for   
development,   completely   ignoring   the   fact   that   this    ‘wilderness’   was   already   
occupied   by   indigenous   peoples.   
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Research   point   1.6   

Research   Taryn   Simon’s    The   Innocents    and   her   other   work   on   the   contemporary   
archive.   On   her   website   ( http://tarynsimon.com )   and   in   the    Ted   Talks    (Simon,   
2009).   [Links   last   accessed:   06/05/2020]   

● Examine   the   strategies   she   uses   to   depict   her   subjects.   

● Note   the   contradictory   notion   of   photographs   ‘as   evidence   of   a   truth’.   

As   viewers,   influenced   by   this   formative   19th   century   idea   of   the   truth   of   
documentary   photographs,   we   want   to   believe   what   we   see   and   the   photograph   
provides   evidence   of   that   belief.    An   early   photographic   example   of   this   
phenomena   was    The   Cottingley   Fairies ,   a   series   of   five   photographs   taken   by   Elsie   
Wright   (1901–1988)   and   Frances   Griffiths   (1907–1986),   two   young   cousins   who   
lived   in   Cottingley,   near   Bradford,   Yorkshire   UK.   Sir   Arthur   Conan   Doyle,   used   
them   to   illustrate   an   article   on   fairies   he   had   been   commissioned   to   write   and   
interpreted   them   as   visible   evidence   of   psychic   phenomena.   In   the   early   1980s   
Elsie   and   Frances   admitted   that   the   photographs   were   faked,   using   cardboard   
cutouts   of   fairies   copied   from   a   children's   book.   However,   Frances   still   
maintained   that   the   final   photograph   was   genuine.      

Search   for   images   of   the    The   Cottingley   Fairies    online.   
  

"I   never   even   thought   of   it   as   being   a   fraud   –   it   was   just   Elsie   and   I   
having   a   bit   of   fun   and   I   can't   understand   to   this   day   why   they   were   
taken   in   –   they   wanted   to   be   taken   in".   

(Wright,   1985)   

Eadweard   Muybridge’s   1878   stop   frame   images   of   a   galloping   horse   were   made   
to   settle   a   bet   that   horses   in   motion   can   have   all   four   hooves   off   the   ground   at   
the   same   time   and   were   accepted   as   proof   of   that   fact.   This   notion   of   the   
photograph,   as   providing   evidence   continued   into   the   modern   era.   
Contemporary   Documentary   photography   then   developed   this   idea,   along   with   a   
tension   in   the   paradoxical   relation   to   key   ideas   of   objectivity   and   subjectivity.   
How   can   a   photographer   express   their   interpretation,   opinion   or   point   of   view   on   
a   subject   whilst   still   utilising   the   ‘truth   value’   assumptions   of   objective   
documents?     
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Top   left:   Eadweard   Muybridge,    The   Horse   in   Motion ,   1878.   Top   right:   Photographer   
Unknown,    Demonstration   of   a   fingerprint   reconstructed   from   a   verbal   description   received   
by   telephone   or   telegraph ,   13th   January   1930.   B ottom:     Photographer   Unknown,    An   FBI   
examiner   compares   photos   of   a   heel   print   with   the   heel   of   a   suspect's   shoe ,   1967.   

As   you   have   seen,   Walker   Evans,   avoided   the   term   ‘documents’   arguing   that   
these   were   the   kinds   of   forensic   images   made   by   police   photographers.   Having   
begun   documenting   the   struggle   of   the   rural   poor,   he   was   by   1938   holding   the   
first   solo   exhibition   by   a   photographer   at   the   Museum   of   Modern   Art   in   New   
York   with   the   accompanying   seminal   book   American   Photographs.   His   
‘documentary   style’;   interpreted   as   taking   a   more   individual   authored   and   artistic   
approach   to    documentary   photography.     
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From   this   development   you   might   begin   to   negotiate   the   terms   ‘objectivity’   and  
‘subjectivity’.   Photographic   objectivity   centres   on   the   ‘the   objects’   in   front   of   the   
camera   and   the   recording   of   them   accurately   and   without   manipulation   which   is   
seen   as   producing   the   meaning   of   a   photograph.   Subjectivity   is   the   photographer   
behind   the   camera   –   not   to   be   confused   with   the   picture’s   subject   matter   –   who   
is   seen   to   make   or   produce   the   photographer's   intentioned   meaning.   
Documentary   photography   has   moved   from   a   photojournalistic   objective   device   
for   showing    ‘things   as   they   are’   in   news   and   media   publications   towards   a   more   
subjective   expression   in   photo   books   and   gallery   exhibitions.   

Deliberate   manipulation   of   the   scene,   in   order   to   make   a   point   or   add   narrative   
interpretation   to   the   image   is   nothing   new.   Even   in   the   days   before   photoshop   
images   were   manipulated   either   via   selection   or   omission   of   the   elements   in   the   
scene,   concentrating   on   significant   events   whilst   neglecting   the   surrounding   
action,   or   more   deliberately   altering   after   the   fact.   The   legendary   documentary   
photographer   W.   Eugene   Smith,   a   ‘heroic’   image   maker   often   going   to   places   of   
war   and   conflict   to   tell   the   story   that   became   the   defining   historical   image   of   the   
event,   was   well   known   to   spend   days   in   the   darkroom   manipulating   tones   to   
intensify   the   look   of   the   image.   However,   his   1954   image   of   Dr.   Albert   Schweitzer   
at   work   with   African   labourers   at   his   medical   clinic   in   Gabon   went   one   step   over   
and   beyond   the   ‘enhancing’   of   reality   for   dramatic   effect,   normally    acceptable   to   
magazine   publishers.   Over   30   years   after   its   original   publication,   researcher   
Glenn   Willumson   found   that   Smith   had   combined   two   distinct   negatives   to   create   
the   photo   that   was   published   in   LIFE   Magazine,   adding   the   silhouetted   saw   
handle   and   human   hand   in   the   lower   right   of   the   frame.      

‘I   am   constantly   torn   between   the   attitude   of   the   conscientious   
journalist   who   is   a   recorder   and   interpreter   of   the   facts   and   of   the   
creative   artist   who   often   is   necessarily   at   poetic   odds   with   the   literal   
facts’.     

(Smith,   1964:   165)   
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Reflection   Point   

● Watch   Fred   Ritchin,   Dean   of   the   School   at   the   International   Centre   of   
Photography   New   York,   discuss   the   standards   of   image   manipulation   and   
the   prominence   of   both   posed   and   manipulated   images   in   
photojournalism   at   the    Bronx   Documentary   Centre    (Ritchin,   2015).   
[Link   last   accessed:   06/05/2020]   

When   is   it   permissible   to   stage   or   pose   a   picture   that   purports   to   be   
photojournalism   or   documentary?   

‘The   picture   is   a   symbol   that   brings   one   immediately   into   close   touch   
with   reality.   in   fact,   it   is   often   more   effective   than   the   reality   would   
have   been,   because,   in   the   picture,   the   non-essential   and   conflicting   
interests   have   been   eliminated.   The   average   person   believes   implicitly   
that   the   photograph   cannot   falsify.   Of   course,   you   and   I   know   that   this   
unbounded   faith   in   the   integrity   of   the   photograph   is   often   rudely   
shaken,   for,   while   photographs   may   not   lie,   liars   may   photograph’   

(Hine,   1909:   355)   

‘The   photographic   process   was   almost   hidden,   its   complexity   a   mere   
matter   of   necessary,   mechanistic   manoeuvres   rather   than   an   
opportunity   for   human    intervention   and   manipulation.   The   result   was   
that   even   the   most   acute   of   nineteenth   century   minds   accepted   
uncritically   the   photograph   as   evidence’.   

(Winston,   2005)   

Left   to   Right:   Lewis   Wickes   Hine,   Child   labor,   New   York   City,   July,   1924;   Neil   Libbert,   Man   
searching   for   job   opportunities,   Marylebone,   London,   February   1993.     
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Alexander   Gardner,    American   Civil   War:   War   Effect   of   a   Shell   on   a   Confederate   Soldier   at   
Battle   of   Gettysburg,   Remains   of   a   Dead   Soldier   on   the   Battlefield .   July   3,   1863.     

Brian   Winston   traces   this   notion   that   beyond   the   deliberate   post   production   
manipulation   of   the   photograph   there   is   still   intervention   at   work   using   the   
mechanics   of   the   photographic   process.   It   is   the   tradition   of   nineteenth   century   
photography   that   has   influenced   this   ‘believability’   of   photographic   evidence   
even   to   this   day.   In   other   words,   manipulations   which   are   not   tampered   with   as   
such;   irrespective   of   intentionally   ‘fake’   manipulation   in   post   production.   These   
‘manipulations   of   actuality’    include   elements   of   staging,   selectivity   and   
interference   using   the   ‘technical   codes’   of   the   camera   apparatus   which   challenge   
this   evidence   of   the   real   world.     

Winston   identifies   three   elements   of   ‘partiality’   or   unfair   bias   in   the   use   of   
photographs   as   proof,   “conceding   the   limitations   of   photography's   evidentiary   
power”    (Winston,   2005):   

1. Manipulations   before   the   lens   of   lighting   and   objects   or   staging.     

2. Selectivity:   framing   the   scene,   excluding   what   remains   outside   of   the   
frame.   

3. Selectivities   of   lenses,   angles,   shutter   speed   and   aperture.     
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Exercise   1.6:    Partiality   of   Photographic   Evidence.   
Read   Brian   Winston,   ‘The   Camera   Never   Lies’:   The   Partiality   of   Photographic   
Evidence   in   Jon   Prosser,    Image-based   Research    A   Sourcebook   for   Qualitative   
Researchers,   2005   available   on   the   UCA   Library.    [Link   last   accessed:   06/05/2020]   

● Make   notes   on   the   three   elements   of   disputed   evidence   he   outlines.     

● Can   you   find   other   images   which   have   been   ‘manipulated’   using   these   
means?     

● Write   a   250-word   reflective   commentary   on   Winston’s   arguments   and   
include   your   own   test   images   which   employ   the   above   ‘limitations’.     

Beyond   the   manipulations   of   objects   and   framing   selectivities,   the   final   element   
considers   the   selectivities   of   lenses,   angles,   shutter   speed   and   aperture.   Each   of   
these   ‘technical   codes’   carries   meaning.   Extreme   wide   angles   create   drama   by   
distorting   the   reality   of   space   and   long   focus   telescopic   lens,   compress   
perspective   which   can   force   unreal   juxtapositions   or   draw   the   subject   from   its   
surrounding   context.   Likewise,   the   viewpoint   -   or   ‘vantage   point’   in   Szarkowski’s   
Photographer’s   Eye    (1966)   with   extreme   low   or   high   angles,   “with   their   clear   
culturally   determined   connotations   of   power   or   subservience”   (Winston,   2005);   
front   facing   as   opposed   to   oblique   angles   where   there   is   a   sense   the   viewer   can   
notice   the   photographer   at   work   furtively   selecting   the   appropriate   angle   to   
capture   the   scene.     

  
Left:   Eric   Lafforgue ,    Iranian   Shiite   Muslims   Self-flagellating   during   Ashura ,   Kurdistan   
Province,   Bijar,   Iran.   Right:   Unknown   photographer,    Muslim   woman ,   Lome,   Togo.   
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All   these   ‘manipulations’   carry   with   them   a   negotiation   between   the   objective   
‘document’   and   the   subjective   presence   of   the   photographer.   There   is   another   
sense   in   which   the   photographer   is   active   in   the   manipulation   of   this   ‘window   on   
the   world’   and   that   is   when   there   are   evident   stylistic   elements.   This   highlights   
the   ongoing   debate   on   the   traditions   of   documentary   and   the   duality   between   
objective   recording   and   a   more   subjective   expression   through   formal   effects   
(such   as   ‘burning’   and   ‘dodging’,   dramatic   light   etc).   

  
Left:   Bernd   &   Hilla   Becher,    Water   Tower ,   1963-1974.   Right:   Minor   White,    Two   Barns   and   
Shadow/Vicinity   of   Danville ,   New   York,   1955.   

All   these   elements   in   the   construction   of   the   picture   are   depictions   of   the   world   
as   it   exists    ‘out   there’,   and   are   still   within   the   evidence   of    ‘the   real’.   What   
happens   when   documentary   photographers   interfere   with   the   actual   surface   
qualities   of   the   images?   For   example,   to   add   text   or   show   the   process   of   the   
picture’s   own   making.   Examples   include   the   later   work   of   Robert   Frank,   most   
famous   for   his   road   trip   across   the   USA   that   resulted   in   one   of   the   most   
influential   photo   books,    The   Americans    (1958),   who   moved   from   a   kind   of  
snapshot   photo   reportage   to   then   work   in   film   with   subsequent   still   photographs   
very   much   influenced   by   this   process.   They   allow   the   intervention   from   the   
‘director’   with   extra   elements   (such   as   text)   and   the   visible   frame   rebates   and   a   
more   destructive   attitude.   William   Klein   also   produced   ‘self-referential’   images   
with   displayed   contact   prints   foregrounding   the   ‘chinagraph'   pencil   marks   of   
selection.   
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Top:   Robert   Frank   (1924-2019),    Funeral   St.   Helena,   South   Carolina ,   1956   from    The   
Americans .   Left:    So   Sick   of   Goodbys ,   November   1978.   Right:    Hold   Still   Keep   Going ,   Museum   
Folkwang,   Essen   2001.   
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Philippe   Matsas,   William   Klein   MOMA   2011.   

‘There   is   no   ‘decisive   moment'.   You   have   to   create   it.   I   have   to   do   
everything   necessary   for   it   to   appear   in   my   viewfinder’.   

(Frank,   1969)   

Photographs   are   not   fixed   in   meaning;   context   is   everything.   

Is   the   documentarist   always   the   one   who   presses   the   shutter?      

Artists   Larry   Sultan   and   Mike   Mandel   selected   photographs   from   a   variety   of   
archives,   sequencing   them   and   publishing   them   in   their   book   'Evidence'   in   1977.   
The   images   lifted   from   their   original   intention   create   new   interpretations   with   a   
change   in   what   Taryn   Simon   terms:   “the   viewer   and   the   context   in   which   it   is   
presented”   (Simon,   2009).   A   generation   of   artists-in   the   1970s,   sometimes   
referred   to   as    The   Pictures   Generation ,   (including   photographic   artists   Cindy   
Sherman,   Barbara   Kruger,    John   Baldessari   and   Richard   Prince)   began   to   
question   this   fixed   meanings   of   photographs,   adopting   practices   that   
deliberately   undermined   the   authority   of   the   photographic   image.   Working   with   
the   archive   and   repurposing   it   or   using   it   as   material   to   create   new   commentary   
or   emotional   engagement   is   now   the   contemporary   strategy   in   documentary;   
particularly   in   documentary   film   as   evidenced   by   the   huge   success   of   films   such   
as    Amy    (Asif   Kapadia,   2015),   the   story   of   the   life   and   death   of   British   
singer-songwriter   Amy   Winehouse   composed   entirely   from   home   movie   and   
archive   footage.    
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Top   left:   Richard   Prince   (b.1949),    The   Entertainment   Series   Russell ,   1983.   Top   centre:   
Barbara   Kruger,    (b.1945)    Untitled   (You   are   Not   Yourself) ,   1983.   Top   right:   John   Baldessari   
(b.1931),    Falling   Star ,   1989.   Bottom   left:   Martin   Thompson,    Amy   Winehouse ,   Bristol,   June   
2007.   Bottom   right:   Laurie   Lewis,    Amy   Winehouse   tribute   from   fans   after   her   tragic   death ,   
Camden   Square,   London,   UK,   July   2011.   

You   may   also   find   it   useful   to   research   the   work   of   Larry   Sultan   &   Mike   Mandel,   
Untitled   from    Evidence    1977.   
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Reflection   Point   

● Watch   Catherine   Wagner   talking   about   Evidence   on   display   at   the    San   
Francisco   Museum   of   Modern   Art    (Sfmoma,   2019).   

● Read   Douglas   Eklund,   Department   of   Photographs,    the   Metropolitan   
Museum   of   Modern   art   Heilbrunn   Timeline   of   Art   History,   ‘ The   Pictures   
Generation ’   (Eklund,2004).   

● Look   at   images   on    Flickr   Commons    and   search   for   photographs.   Create   a   
system   of   your   own   for   selecting   search   terms   and   images.    Decide   
whether   you   will   give   them   a   title   and/or   captions.   

[Links   last   accessed:   06/05/2020]   

How   is   the   ‘reader’   of   images   given   more   authority   through   the   use   of   these   
strategies?     
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Exercise   1.7:    “diegesis”   selections   from   the   real   world   
Consider   how   you   might   utilise   the   selectivity   in   your   use   of   the   photographic   
apparatus   to   ‘alter   the   evidence’   (in   light   of   Winston’s   last   two   ‘objective’   
elements):   framing   the   scene   and   use   of   lenses,   angles,   shutter   speed   and   
aperture.   

diegesis   [dahy-uh-jee-sis]   noun,   plural   di·e·ge·ses   [dahy-uh-jee-seez]   
/ˌdaɪ əˈdʒi siz/.     

(in   literature,   film,   etc).   

a. the   telling   of   a   story   by   a   narrator   who   summarizes   events   in   the   
plot   and   comments   on   the   conversations,   thoughts,   etc.,   of   the   
characters.   

b. the   sphere   or   world   in   which   these   narrated   events   and   other   
elements   occur.   

context   [kɒntɛkst]   noun;   plural   noun:   contexts   

a. the   circumstances   that   form   the   setting   for   an   event,   statement,   or   
idea,   and   in   terms   of   which   it   can   be   fully   understood.   

b. the   parts   of   something   written   or   spoken   that   immediately   precede   
and   follow   a   word   or   passage   and   clarify   its   meaning.   

1. Choose   a   subject   (such   as   a   location   that   is   significant   in   some   way).   Take   
photographs   of   the   same   subject   using:   

● Straight   on   front   facing   (on   a   tripod   if   possible)   

● Photograph   what   is   around,   to   the   left   then   to   the   right   of   the   
selected   subject.   

● At   an   oblique   angle.   

● A   ‘standard’   50mm   lens   or   equivalent.   

● Using   a   wide   angle   lens.   

● Using   a   telephoto   lens.   
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2. Find   a   newspaper   clipping   or   photograph   from   an   archive   or   web   site   of   
the   same   or   similar   location/subject.   See   reflection   point   above.   

If   you   don’t   have   access   to   wide   or   telephoto   lenses   experiment   with   distances   
from   the   focal   point   of   the   subject.     

The   reflection   on   the   way   you   have   used   viewpoint,   framing   and   focal   length   of   
lens   will   be   as   important   as   the   final   images.   Write   about   what   you   have   chosen   
to   picture   and   why   you   have   used   the   choices   you   have,   in   addition   to   describing   
the   archive   picture   you   have   found   (around   500   words)   and   present   your   
findings   via   your   learning   log.   These   experiments   will   become   relevant   as   we   
look   at   signs   and   semiotics   and   cultural   codes   in   the   next   part   so   do   not   worry   if   
the   images   ‘don’t   make   sense’   as   final   images.   

  

  

Top:   Garry   Clarkson,   Hyde   Park   Corner,   Leeds   UK,   05   April   2020.   Bottom:   Hyde   Park   
Corner,   Leeds   UK,   1905.  
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Project   4:    About   Looking   

  
Garry   Clarkson,    Vigil   for   Victims   of    Manchester   Bombing ,   for   Libération   (France),   23   May   
2017.   

As   you   have   seen   in   the   previous   project   the   viewer   makes   sense   of   
documentary   photographs,   often   becoming   a   participant   in   the   creation   of   
meaning.   How   meaning   is   ‘steered’    through   use   of   various   codes   and   
conventions   governed   by   the   subjective   intention   of   the   photographer   but   
interpreted   thereafter,   is   the   subject   of   this   final   project.   Consider   street   
photography   as   the   main   sub-genre   of   documentary   and   the   way   the   
photographer   looks   at   their   subject   (and   by   implication   the   way   the   eventual   
viewer   of   the   resulting   picture   regards   them).   This   ‘look’   in   critical   studies   is   
sometimes   referred   to   as    The   Gaze .   Aspects   of   spectatorship   -   the   gaze   of   an   
audience   and   how   that   might   be   informed   by   modes   of   display   such   as   the   
magazine   or   gallery   -   will   be   explored   more   in   Part   Five.   Here   you   will   be   
concentrating   on   the   gaze   of   the   photographer   to   the   subject,   sometimes   the   
subject   looking   back   as   well   as   the   gazes   between   subjects   in   the   ‘world   of   the   
picture’   (the    diegesis    mentioned   in   the   previous   project).   How   might   you   
negotiate   your   approach   to   describe   visually   what   you   see?   How   to   use   signs   to   
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signal   it   as   significant   in   some   way   and   subsequently   consider   less   obvious   
strategies   to   interpret   and   comment   on   the   day   to   day   social   world   around   you?   

The   development   of   street   photography   took   its   cues   from   the   humanist   work   of   
such   reportage   photographers   as   Robert   Capa   and   Henri   Cartier-Bresson   from   
the   1930s   onwards,   often   as   a   reaction   against   the   brutality   of   two   world   wars.   
This   preoccupation   with   the   documentation   of   everyday   life,   particularly   in   Paris,   
was   largely   thanks   to   the   Illustrated   Press   ( Vu   and   Regards )   as   well   as   influence   
from   the   Surrealists   and   Berenice   Abbott’s   admiration   for   the   work   of   Eugène   
Atget,   described   by   Abbott   as   'an   urbanist   historian’   documenting   the   late   19th   
century   empty   streets   of   Paris.   

  
Left:   Berenice   Abbott   (1898-1991),    Eugène   Atget ,   Paris,   1927.   Right:   Eugène   Atget,   
(1856-1927),    Study   of   Hairdresser's   Shop ,   Paris,   1912.   

‘a   'lyrical   trend,   warm,   fervent,   and   responsive   to   the   sufferings   of   
humanity   [which]   began   to   assert   itself   during   the   1950s   in   Europe,   
particularly   in   France...photographers   dreamed   of   a   world   of   mutual   
succour   and   compassion,   encapsulated   ideally   in   a   solicitous   vision’   

(   Gautrand,   1998:   613)   

Surrealist   ideas   of   revealing   the   unconscious   hidden   behind   the   real,   the   notion   
of   the   flâneur   -   the   wandering   artist-poet   of   the   modern   metropolis   -   and   
embracing   chance   as   a   defining   feature   of   photography   seemed   to   fit   with   the   
humanist   preoccupation   with   the   irrational   juxtapositions   of    ‘the   usual   and   
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unusual’   alongside   the   growing   use   of   new,   smaller   and   faster   cameras   available   
at   the   time,   such   as   the   35mm   Leica.   

  
Left:   Alexander   Rodchenko   (1891-1956),    Girl   with   Leica ,   1934.   Right:   AGIP,     French   
Photographer   Willy   Ronis,    December   18,   1979.   

‘The   Surrealists   recognised   in   plain   photographic   fact   an   essential   
quality   that   had   been   excluded   from   prior   theories   of   photographic   
realism.   They   saw   that   ordinary   photographs,   especially   when   
uprooted   from   their   practical   functions,   contain   a   wealth   of   
unintended,   unpredictable   meanings’   

(Galassi,   1987)   
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Research   point   1.7   

Watch   the   BBC   documentary     The   Genius   Of   Photography ,   2.   Documents   for   
Artists.   This   traces   the   main   developments   in   documentary   photography   after   
World   War   One   when   the   potential   of   photography   attracted   the   attention   of   
artists   and   governments   alike.   

● Research   the   work   of   Eugène   Atget   (French,   1857   –   1927)   Berenice   Abbott   
(American,   1898–1991),   Henri   Cartier-Bresson   (French,   1908   –   2004),   
Robert   Capa   (Hungarian/French,   born   Endre   Friedmann   1913   –   1954)   and   
André   Kertész   (Hungarian/French,   1894   –   1985).   

● Research   the   terms:    Flâneur   and   Surrealism   in   ‘Exposed   Voyeurism,   
Surveillance   And   The   Camera’   at   the    Tate   Gallery   Website .     

● Comment   on   the   conflict   between   the   photographer   as   ‘expressive   artist’   
and   as   a   ‘mere   functionary   or   camera   operator’.   Can   they   exist   
simultaneously?     

[Link   last   accessed:   06/05/2020]   

  
Left:   Andre   Kertesz,   (1894-1985),    Wall   of   Posters ,   Paris,   1926.   Right:   Berenice   Abbott   
(1898-1991),    Bread   Store,   Bleeker   Street ,   Manhattan,   1937.   
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Psychogeography   and   Street   Photography   

Guy   Debord,   founder   of   the   Situationist   movement,   came   up   with   the   term   
’psychogeography’   in   the   1950s   in   an   attempt   to   define   an   inherently   nebulous   
concept   –   the   effect   of   our   geographical   surroundings   on   our   feelings   and   
emotions.   The   idea   and   practice   of   psychogeography   has   its   roots   in   the   attitude   
of   the    Flâneur ,   the   nineteenth-century   figure   promenading   the   streets   of   Paris   
with   no   fixed   destination   or   aim,   but   always   observant   and   perceptive   of   the   
world   around   them.   This   is   the   theoretical   basis   of   ‘street   photography’   which   
has   evolved   from   the   surveys   of   John   Thompson,   through   the   decisive   moment   
of   Cartier   Bresson   to   be   re-evaluated   through   a   post-modern   study   and   
construction   of   the   way   people   are   represented   by   such   artists   as   Philip-Lorca   
diCorcia.   Psychogeography   proposes   a   return   to   a   multi-sensory   perception   of   
the   environment.   It   encourages   a   physical   and   observational   practice   concerned   
with:   

  ‘unpicking   the   manner   in   which   the   contemporary   world   warps   the   
relationship   between   psyche   and   place’.     

(Self,   2013:   11)   

  
Guy   Debord   (1931-94),    'Memoirs',   Bearing   Structures   of   Asger   Jorn,   Copenhagen,    The   
Situationist   International   1959.   
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Psychogeography   is   a   highly   reactive   practice   even   though,   on   the   surface,   it   may   
not   seem   so   –   the   psychogeographer/flâneur   strives   to   blend   in   with   the   
surroundings   and   go   unnoticed.   And   it   is   the   reactive   dimension   of   
psychogeography   that   links   it   with   several   documentary   strategies   which   have   
the   notion   of   the   realism   of   the   document   as   their   vehicle   of   expression.     

Street   photography   and   Serendipity.   

‘Everyday   we   subconsciously   indulge   in   the   pleasure   of   gazing.   Sitting   
in   cafés   we   observe   the   passing   of   pedestrians:   the   act   of   having   the   
cup   of   coffee   allows   us   to   openly   indulge   in   the   otherwise   socially   
forbidden   behaviour   of   staring   and   looking.   When   we   walk   through   a   
park   or   sit   on   the   beach   we   immerse   ourselves   in   the   pleasure   of   
watching   others   and   being   watched.   These   acts   of   looking   feed   our   
hidden   fantasies   and   desires.   We   are   attracted   by   others   and   
experience   pleasure   and   excitement   by   temporarily   abandoning   our   
secure   routines   and   selfish   affairs   to   encounter   the   novel,   strange   and   
surprising.   While   most   of   the   time   we   may   not   want   to   participate   in   
the   parade,   we   do   nevertheless   enjoy   observing   it'.     

(Kurniawan,   2002)   

  
Left:   Andre   Ker tesz,   (18 94-1985),    Cafe   du   Dome ,   Paris,   1928.   Right:   Gert   Mähler/SZ   Photo,   
Berlin   shopping   street,   Kurfürstendamm,   1964.   
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Kurniawan   is   talking   about   the   tendency   towards   scopophilia,   the   pleasure   that   
derives   from   looking.   The   pleasure   of   looking   drove   photographers   such   as   
André   Kértész   to   work   on   a   theme   which   is   then   developed   over   time,   thanks   to   
one   of   the   defining   aspects   of   photography   itself:   chance.   The   word   serendipity   
was   first   coined   by   Horace   Walpole   28   January   1754   to   describe   the   process   of   
discovering   things   by   accident   when   not   searching   for   them   (Merton,   &   Barber,   
2011).   This   combination   of   chance,   sharp   observational   skills   and   surrealist   
juxtaposition   of   elements   produces   images   which   combine   documentary   realism   
with   imaginative   interpretation.      

  
Andre   Kertesz   (1894-1985),    Martinique,   1972.     

Matt   Stuart   carries   on   the   tradition   of   Henri   Cartier-Bresson   and   André   Kértész   
to   make   surreal   and   often   humorous   images   distilled   into   significant   moments.   
His   photographs   might   be   considered   to   be   examples   of   serendipity   -   the   chance   
collision   of   two   or   more   different   visual   phenomena,   made   meaningful   by   the   
photographer's   conscious   choices   about   framing,   camera   angle   etc.   Stuart,   like   
many   other   street   photographers,   takes   advantage   of   a   photograph   and   its   
ability   to   flatten   three   dimensional   space,   bringing   into   relationship   objects   that   
exist   separately   in   the   real   world.   
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The   optimum   camera   settings   and   technique   that   may   lead   to   more   successful   
images   depend   on   a   knowledge   of   zone   focussing   or   hyperfocal   distances   
applied   to   your   particular   camera.    With   street   photography   zone   focusing   can   be   
useful   to   capture   the   ‘decisive   moment’   whilst   ‘shooting   from   the   hip’.   You   set   
focus   on   a   preselected   distance   which,   by   utilising   the   workings    of   aperture   and   
depth   of   field   you   know   that   you   have   focus   from   near   to   far.   In   doing   so   you   can   
grab   moments   knowing   they   are   sharp,   without   having   to   re-focus   or   be   
hindered   by   the   camera   apparatus.     

  
Lee   Friedlander,   (b.1934)    Mt.   Rushmore ,   South   Dakota,   1969.   

Reading   point   1.3   

Read    On   Chance   and   Photography ,   Samuel   Ewing’s   interview   with   the   writer   
Robin   Kelsey   (author   of    Photography   and   the   art   of   Chance ,   Harvard   2015),   on   the   
Aperture    web   site   (Kelsey   &   Ewing,   2015).   
[Link   last   accessed:   06/05/2020]   

● Consider   the   different   approaches   to   photographing   street   scenes   both   in   
terms   of   the   content   (or   subject   of   the   photograph)   as   an   unpredictable   
meeting   with   the   photographer,   as   well   as   the   formal   or   technical   
‘apparatus’   of   its   making   (focus,   blur,   lens   flare,   shutter   speed   etc)   as   
accidental   elements   reveal   themselves,   subject   to   chance.     
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Exercise   1.8:    In   the   Zone   
● Flâneur    flaˈnəː,French   flanœʀ/   noun:    flâneur ;   plural   noun:    flâneurs.     

One   who   saunters   around   observing   society.   

● Psychogeography:    "the   study   of   the   precise   laws   and   specific   effects   of   
the   geographical   environment,   consciously   organised   or   not,   on   the   
emotions   and   behaviour   of   individuals".   --   Guy   Debord,   1959.   

● Dérive:   (to   drift)    "a   mode   of   experimental   behaviour   linked   to   the   
conditions   of   urban   society:   a   technique   of   rapid   passage   through   varied   
ambiances".   (Debord,   1958).   

● Serendipity    sɛr(ə)nˈdɪpɪti/   noun:    serendipity ;   plural   noun:    serendipities   

The   occurrence   and   development   of   events   by   chance   in   a   happy   or   
beneficial   way.   

Look    at   the   work   of   Garry   Winogrand   and   the   web   site   of   Matt   Stuart   and   the   
‘Engaget’   video   interview   (Engadget,   2013).    ‘A   Guide   to   Street   Photography:   Matt   
Stuart,   manners   and   human   autofocus’ .   

● Research   the   mechanics   of   zone   focussing   -   this   may   be   difficult   with   some  
zoom   and   autofocus   lenses   so   adapt   the   information   accordingly   and   
experiment.   ‘Apps’   such   as   ‘Dofmaster’   and    ‘Lumariver’    can   help.     

[Links   above   last   accessed:   06/05/2020]   

Travel   to   the   nearest   street   or   crowd   (you   could   make   use   of   a   demonstration,   
concert   or   meeting   of   some   kind   to   gain   access   to   the   subjects).   Make   
photographs   on   your   travels   or   at   the   event   or   simply   ‘drift’   along   taking   
snapshots   of   anything   you   find   interesting.   

● Set   the   camera   on   manual   exposure   and   lens   on   manual   focus.     

● Take   a   light   reading   and   apply   the   optimum   aperture   for   greatest   depth   
on   your   particular   camera   -   this   will   generally   be   two   stops   down   from   
your   smallest   aperture   .i.e   f8   on   a   lens   with   maximum   aperture   of   f16,   but   
varies   according   to   camera   type   and   focal   length   of   lens.   Try   to   choose   the   
corresponding   shutter   speed   for   proper   exposure   (using   either   an   incident   
light   meter   or   a   reflective   reading   from   the   pavement   or   similar)   about   
1/125sec   is   good   for   street   photography,   lower   and   you   could   get   camera   
shake.     
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● Consult   your   depth   of   field   chart,   app   or   research   above   to   ascertain   the   
best   focal   distance   to   set   on   the   lens   for   maximum   depth   (hyperfocal).   Do   
not   change   the   settings   once   set.     

Grab   significant   moments,   unusual   juxtapositions.   Try   simply   shooting   from   the   
hip   without   looking   through   the   camera.   Edit   down   to   about   10   pictures.   Include   
the   images   in   your   learning   log   with   a   short   description   (around   500   words).   
Consider   the   viewpoint,   distance,   focus   and   framing   of   the   images.      

Reflection   point   

Reflect   on   chance   as   a   defining   concept   of   street   photography.   Serendipity   in   
terms   of    ‘accidental’    technique   as   well   as   chance   meetings,   in   addition   to   how   
you   might   work   as   a   photographer.   Definitions   such   as   Cartier-Bresson’s   
documentary   ‘decisive   moment’,   alongside   the   Surrealist   idea   of   ‘chance   
encounters’    of   the    Psychogeography    approach   are   all   mentioned   in   the   following   
OCA   blog   post:   
https://weareoca.com/subject/fine-art/story-behind-picture-1-work-editorial-com 
missions/ .   

Watch:   

● Les   Monaghan   on   how   to   translate   the   subject   whilst   ‘considering   the   
viewer’   on   weareoca:    https://vimeo.com/channels/oca/270044861 .   

[Link   last   accessed:   06/05/2020]   

● For   further   outline   of   the   strategies   to   approach   people   the   photographer   
chanced   upon   in   the   street   see   David   Bate,    Photography,   The   Key   Concepts ,   
Bloomsbury   2016   pp.65-70   and   Graham   Clarke,   The   Photograph,   Oxford,   
1991,   (Chapter   5   ‘The   City’).   Available   at   the   UCA   Library   or   on   your   reading   
list.   

To   what   extent   are   all   photographs   the   product   of   chance   and   how   much   control   
can   a   photographer   reasonably   claim   over   his   or   her   materials?     
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Photographic   ‘Codes’     

‘its   bizarre   to   call   some   photographs   ‘the   present’   because   the   instant   
they’re   taken   they   age,   they   date.   They   will   inevitably,    just   in   ten   years   
or   twenty   years   they’ll   quickly   look   aged,   with   the   clothing,   the   
hairstyles,   the   street   signage.   All   that   will   age   in   the   same   way   as   we   
now   look   at   a   picture   of   the   1940s   or   1950s   with   an   incomplete   
perspective.   Photography   is   wonderful   in   that   way.   It's   actually   capable   
of   folding   time   in   that   way,    of   taking   it   and   embroidering   itself   into   the   
fabric   of    life   as   it   flows   at   us   and   giving   us   something   where   we   can   
look   at   in   the   distant   future   and   see   much   clearer   what   the   present   
amounted   to   at   that   point’   

(Graham,   2015)   

It’s   on   the   streets   where   the   incongruities   and   ambiguities   of   modern   life   present   
themselves   to   the   photographer   in   the   form   of   elusive   visual   metaphors   and   
juxtapositions.   Capturing   those   metaphors   and   juxtapositions   and   distilling   
eye-catching,   often   humorous   and   sometimes   thought-provoking   moments   from   
the   ordinariness   of   everyday   life   -   either   on   the   street   or   in   the   home   -   is   what   
documentary   photography   is   all   about.    However,   many   students   and   their   
approach   to   street   photography,   is   through   this   ‘life   caught   unawares’   snapshot   
strategy   and   is   sometimes   one   of   ‘press   the   button   hope   for   the   best’.   The   most   
successful   photographers   notice   visual   elements   that   are   significant   or   carry   
some   meaning   for   the   viewer,   often   intuitively   to   be   then   selected   from   the   ‘flux’   
of   life   afterwards.     

One   of   the   functions   of   the   photographic   document   is   to   record   the   social   world   
and   depict   the   various   forms   or   ‘codes’   of   dress   and   environment   of   the   human   
subject.   This   is   termed   ‘material   culture’   ;   that   is,   the   objects   and   architecture   
that   surround   people   and   give   significance   to   the   subject.   This   includes   how   
people   use   objects,   consumption   and   consumerism,   making   objects   as   well   as   
human   behaviour,   norms,   and   rituals   that   form   the   material   word.   As   a   branch   of   
anthropological   studies,   specifically   surrounding   the   social   world,   this   
‘evidentiary’   value   of   photographic   images   can   be   used,   so   that   decades   later   we   
can   recognise   these   signs   and   reflect   on   the   various   aspects   that   can   be   
attributed   to   a   culture   in   the   past   or   present.   
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Marion   Post   Wolcott   (1910-90),   Top:   West   Virginia   couple   listening   to   the   radio   in   their   
living   room,   1938.   Bottom:   Polish-American   Miner,   listens   to   the   radio   after   working   the   
night   shift,   Westover,   West   Virginia,   1938.   
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Top:   Garry   Winogrand,    Dallas,   Texas ,   1964.   Bottom:   Joel   Meyerowitz,    Broadway   and   46th   
Street ,   New   York   City,   1976.   
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Depictions   of   dress,   posture   and   ritual   of   a   certain   social   standing   and   era   are   
shown   in   the   examples   above.   The   reading   and   the   subsequent   interpretation   by   
a   viewer   depends   on   a   shared   agreement   as   to   how   visual   language   is   used   to   
create   meaning.   Shared   ‘codes’    in   the   operations   of   the   camera,   such   as   
perspective,   focus   etc   are   already   inbuilt   into   the   camera   so   often   operate   
without   the   photographer   being   aware.   Moving   the   position   of   the   camera   or   
shooting   wide   angle   or   telephoto   for   example   changes   the   perspective   and   point   
of   view   (see   Szarkowski's   ‘frame’   and   ‘vantage   point’   in    The   Photographer’s   Eye   
earlier).   If   the   photographer   is   not   aware   of   how   the   camera   translates   these   
‘social   codes’    into   effective   images   the   intended   meaning   may   be   lost.   Different   
genres   of   photography   (such   as   documentary,   portraiture   etc)   emphasise   
different   codes   and   use   them   to   form   conventions   of   what   is   authentic   or   not.   
Documentary’s   traditional   emphasis   on   the   visual   code   of    ‘snapshot’   and   the   
capturing   of   fleeting   moments   for   example,   is   used   to   imply   realism,   objectivity,   
social   concern   etc.   The   Italian   Semiotician   Umberto   Eco   in   his   essay   Critique   of   
the   Image   published   in   Victor   Burgin’s    Thinking   Photography    (Eco,   1982,   32),   
highlighted   that   in   order   to   ‘read’   images   we   need   to   familiarise   ourselves   with   
what   he   termed   perceptive   codes.   Taking   some   of   his   categories   and   expanding   
them   relevant   to   photography   can   be   seen   overpage:   

  

‘I   photograph   to   find   out   what   something   will   look   like   
photographed…It's   got   to   do   with   the   contention   between   content   and   
form.   Invariably   that's   what's   responsible   for   its   energies,   its   tensions,   
its   being   interesting   or   not...There   is   a   transformation,   you   see,   when   
you   just   put   four   edges   around   it.   That   changes   it.   A   new   world   is   
created’.   
(Winogrand,   1975)      
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Representational   Codes   (The   Image)    Social   Codes   (The   Subject)   

Technical   Codes      

Film   .   Digital      

   Iso   /   Speed         

   Colour         

Lens         

   Focal   Length            

   Focus         

   Aperture      

Light      

   Exposure   Time         

   Light   Source(S)         

   Direction         

   Intensity      

Print    Bodily   Codes   

   Exposure    Appearance        

   Cropping    Gesture      

Aesthetic   Codes    Posture      

Genre    Expression      

   Portrait    Gaze      

   Documentary      

Realism    Commodity   Codes   

   Composition    Fashion      

   Mise-en-scène    Clothing      

Stylistic    Accessories        

   Narrative           

   Argument    Behavioural   Codes   

   Snapshot    Rituals      

   Considered    Role-play      

   Staged   (Tableau)    Games      



  

The   Critical   Review     

Start   thinking   about   possible   topics   for   your   critical   review   as   you   work   through   
the   next   part   of   the   course.   You   may   have   already   come   up   with   an   idea   –   or   you   
may   have   two   or   three   ideas   but   feel   unable   to   decide   which   would   work   best.   
Semiotics   and   other   methodologies   for   the   ‘readings’   of   images   will   be   discussed   
in   part   two   in   order   to   help   you   formulate   your   ideas   in   written   form.   As   an   
introduction   to   these   ideas,   reflect   on   the   images,   readings   and   definitions   
below.     

Gaze   and   Glance   

The   term   ‘gaze’   was   utilised   in   film   theory   in   the   1970’s   and   is   used   to   refer   to   the   
way   people   look   at   an   image   as   well   as   the   different   aspects   of   looking   at   a   given   
subject:   both   the   characters   within   the   picture   and   the   looking   through   a   
photographer’s   eyes,   who   by   implication   stands   in   for   a   viewer   to   a   steer   a   
preferred   meaning.   Whether   the   viewer   receives   that   meaning   as   intended   is   a   
different   matter.   With   categories   based   on   who   is   doing   the   looking,   the   most   
commonly   cited   are:   

● The   spectator’s   gaze:   the   gaze   of   the   viewer   at   an   image.   

● The   intra-diegetic   gaze:   a   gaze   of   one   depicted   person   at   another   within   
‘the   world   of   the   picture’.   

● The   direct   [or   extra-diegetic]   address   to   the   viewer:   the   gaze   of   a   person   
depicted   in   the   picture   looking   ‘out   of   the   frame’   as   if   at   the   viewer,   with   
associated   gestures   and   postures   (in   traditional   documentary,   direct   
address   is   studiously   avoided).   

● The   look   of   the   camera   -   the   way   that   the   camera   itself   appears   to   look   at   
the   people   depicted;   the   gaze   of   the   photographer.  
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Garry   Clarkson,    Gambling   Child ,   Leeds   Road,   Bradford   UK   1987.   

‘A   division   separates   the   activity   of   the   gaze,   prolonged,   contemplative,   
yet   regarding   the   field   with   a   certain   aloofness   and   disengagement   -   
from   that   of   a   glance,   a   furtive   or   sideways   look   -   carrying   messages   of  
hostility,   collusion,   rebellion   and   lust’.   

(Bryson,   1982)   

In   the   pictures   above,   the   look   of   the   camera   shows   firstly   a   sidelong   glance   
working   with   an    intra-diegetic    gaze   of   the   participants;   the   second,   a   direct   ( or   
extra-diegetic )   address   to   the   viewer   with   a   more   considered,   slow   and   deliberate   
stillness   of   the   gaze.   In   a   sense,   in   the   first   image   the   workings   of   a   photographer   
are   more   noticeable;   in   the   second   we   are   allowed   to   spend   time   gathering   
details   and   social   codes   (gesture,   facial   expression,   clothing   etc)   presented   for   
our   gaze   as   a   ‘window   on   his   world’.   Analysed   from   a   physiological   point   of   view,   
related   to   the   biological   workings   of   the   eye:   when   we   look   directly   at   something,   
we   instinctively   direct   our   centre   of   attention   to   what   we   are   looking   at.   This   
‘centre   of   gaze’,   is   called   the   Fovea,   a   small   depression   in   the   retina   where   visual   
acuity   (or   sharpness   of   vision)   is   the   highest.   Peripheral   vision   is   less   acute,   as   
visual   stimuli   are   used   to   detect   movement   and   to   monitor   body   position   giving   a   
greater   awareness   of   surroundings.   Foveal   Vision   is   used   for   scrutinising   highly   
detailed   objects.   Peripheral   Vision   extends   outside   the   centre   of   the   gaze   to   the   
edge   in   a   more   contextual   view.   Various   critics   have   outlined   this   broad   schema   
to   describe   the   split   in   these   two   ‘perceptions’   between   the   ‘speed’   of   the   look.   
Clive   Scott   (2007)   describes   the   ‘glance’   as   that   which   “guarantees   a   direct   
involvement   with   the   thing   seen…the   slice   of   real   time   snapped   in   real   time,   the   
moment   coincident   with   the   shutter   release”.   
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The   spectator’s   gaze   can   be   affected   by   the   more   posed   gaze   of   the   person(s)   
depicted,   and   whether   or   not   they   look   out   of   the   picture   world,   back   at   the   
viewer.   Kress   and   van   Leeuwen,   in   their    Reading   Images:   The   Grammar   of   Visual   
Design    (1996)   refer   to   images   as   making   an    ‘offer’   or   ‘demand’   :   when   the   person   
depicted   does   not   look   out,   the   viewer   is   ‘offered’    the   image   as   information,   
invited   to   simply   observe   and   no   response   is   expected;   when   the   person   
depicted   is   looking   at   the   viewer,   they   are   acknowledging   their   presence   and   
‘demanding’   some   kind   of   reaction.   This   ‘demand’   image   invites   us   to   empathise   
with   him,   returning   an   acknowledgement   of   actuality.   
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Paul   Strand,    Mr.   Bennett ,   Vermont,   1944.   

Reflection   point   

Consider   the   photograph   by   Paul   Strand   above.   What   do   you   notice   about   the   
way   the   subject   has   been   photographed?   Compare   this   with   a   reportage   
‘ Decisive   Moment ’   image.   Reflect   on   some   of   the   issues   raised   in   part   one   of   this   
course:   visual   language   of   photography,   selectivity,   chance   and   the   conventions   
of   the   documentary   genre.   What   are   the   similarities   and   differences   between   this   
photograph   and   the   more   snapshot   way   of   looking?   

Reading   point   1:4  

Read   John   Berger   (1980)    Uses   of   Photography    in   About   Looking,   New   York,   
Pantheon   Books.   pp   27-63   section   on   Paul   Strand’s   ‘historic   moment’   against   
Cartier-Bresson’s   ‘Decisive   Moment’.   Consider   the   different   approaches   to   
photographing   street   scenes.   Make   notes   summarising   the   various   sections   and   
highlight   difficult   terms.   Available   on   the   UCA   Library.   
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Assignment   One:    Out   in   the   Street   
‘I   look   everybody   in   the   eye.   If   you   weren’t   comfortable   and   you’re   ten   
feet   away   and   weren’t   using   flash,   someone   could   look   at   you   and   say,   
"Wait   a   second,   that   guy’s   taking   a   photo   of   me   and   he’s   sneaking   it!   
People   assume   something   that   isn’t   always   correct.   Now,   I’m   close   to   
people,   I   use   a   flash.   Sometimes   I’m   so   close   that   people   don’t   even   
think   that   I   took   their   picture   –   they’ll   say,   "He   didn’t   take   a   picture   of   
me,   did   he?’   

Bruce   Gilden,   Interview   with   Bruno   Bayley,    Vice   Magazine ,   Jul   16   2013.   

‘So   the   rules   are…its   kind   of   like   train   roulette.   You   shouldn’t   really   
know   where   you’re   going   to   go…You   try   and   start   as   early   as   you   can.   
Always   shoot   during   daylight   hours…There’s   a   chance   that   you   might   
just   end   up   not   taking   pictures   and   have   a   really   awful   time…I   have   to   
work   for   it   and   I   quite   like   that.   All   photographers   walk   on   long   
journeys.   I’m   no   different   to   anyone   else   but   I   just   implemented   it   into   a   
little   game   that   I   play   now   and   again’.   

Laura   Pannack,   The   Walks,    Full   Bleed ,17   Mar   2016   
[Links   last   accessed:   06/05/2020]   
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In   Preparation   

Consider   the   two   quotes   above   and   reflect   on   the   strategies   that   each   
photographer   employs.   Research   these   and   other   photographers   who   utilise   two   
contrasting   approaches   to   psychogeography   and   street   photography.     

The   Brief     

Take   a   walk   through   the   city.   Wander   wherever   you   like.   Get   a   little   bit   lost.   Try   
unfamiliar   routes   and   follow   your   instincts.   Engage   at   local   level   in   a   public   place.   
People   in   a   particular   environment   such   as   a   high   street,   market   or   public   
meeting.   This   may   necessitate   shooting   perhaps   50   or   more   images.   Make   two   
contact   style   print   PDFs   and,   more   importantly,   annotate   on   these   your   reasons   
for   selecting   the   final   images.     

● Utilise   some   of   the   points   raised   in   part   one   of   the   course   and   take   
photographs   that   employ   both   reportage   way   of   looking   (in   the   same   vein   
as   Cartier-Bresson   or   Gilden)   as   well   as   a   more   considered,    setup   
approach   (Pannack   and   Strand).   

● Sequence   a   set   of   photographs   (8   –   10   images)   considering   juxtapositions   
and   connections.   What   story   do   they   tell?     

Justify   your   reasons   for   these   and   other   formal   choices.    Think   carefully   about   
whether   you   can   photograph   people   close   to   you   ‘in   the   action’   or   subjects   who   
you   have   stopped,   connected   with   and   gained   their   consent.     
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Ethics   and   the   Law   

It   is   perfectly   within   the   law   to   photograph   in   a   public   place.   Some   shopping   
areas   however,   are   privately   owned   consortiums   where   photography   is   
restricted   or   prohibited.   You   will   have   to   make   your   own   ethical   decision   about   
whether   to   photograph   unobtrusively   (or   blatantly   and   visibly   )   in   the   street.   
There   are   other   strategies   you   might   consider   and   this   is   the   aim   of   the   
assignment.   Be   respectful   of   restrictions.   Do   not   photograph   if   you   are   unsure   or   
don’t   feel   comfortable.     

Send   your   tutor   the   finished   images   together   with   a   short   reflection   (500–1,000   
words)   on   your   intent,   what   you   might   be   attempting   to   communicate   to   the   
viewer,   references   and   methods.   Reflect   on   the   process   in   your   learning   log.   
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